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ABSTRACT 
Software development can become more efficient and leu enor-prone u programmcn 
become accu.stomcd to the programming environment they are working in. especially if 
that environment has been well designed. In the Semiconductor indu.stry. the software 
interlace between manufacturing equipment and computers has become c.stahlishcd to 
the point that programmers now have a stable environment in which to learn and grow. 
Tnc industry standard SECS-11 1 details the content of messages exchanged hctwecn 
"smart" Semiconductor manufacturing equipment and host computers. The purpose is to 
ease the development of Data Automation Software Applications {DASA 's) in the 
Scmiconducror environment hy providing a consistent interlace between equipment and 
host computer. 
A custom DASA m~t be developed for each type of equipment to support the unique 
capabilities of the equipment. Unfortunately, the complexity of a C language based 
interface to SECS-II has made it all but impos.sible for process engineers to develop 
these DASA 's .. Additionally, th.e flexibility of SECS-II data types, combined with the 
rigidity of C data types, has made each new D ASA ~ "start from scratch" proposition. 
This thesis highlights a SECS-II software package developed in Borland Ct+. This Ct+ 
I 
interface to SECS-II eases DASA development by providing the programmer with a 
view of the SECS-II mes.sages that may be easily grasped. In ·the SEMI Specification 
SECS-II messages are documented implicitly in a ma)Jner similar to tree data structures. 
1. SEMI Equipment Communication Standard 2 
1 
The C++ interface build.a SECS-II meaago-handling member func1ioru (whrootinea) by 
prompcing the programmer though a tree in a manner that corrc.1pondJ to the SECS-II 
meaage ltandarda in the SEMI Specif.atioo. If the progr,.mmcr ch001C.1 to build the 
member functioru directly, the tree cl1.11 provides ~mple member functions that allow 
movement within the tru. The data that the programmer need! to acccu arc &.imply 




The lut decade hu .een a great effort within the ~micooductor indus.try to automate 
chta now to and from the equipment wed in Semiconductor manufacture. Thi.I effort 
hu been driven by the increucd cootrol and ruulting product yield improvement that 
thi.J automation can deliver. Two illustrative examples arc: 
• The lldttUoa ol rttipt (j)f'OCttlUll l.mtructiona) roe tht tqWpmtnt to procna a 
partkular manufacturin1 lot. The chance of running a lot through the wrong recipe 
is much greater when thi5 selection is done manually as compared to when it is done 
through data flow automation. Lots that are processed using the wrong recipe 
usually must be scrapped. resulting in the loss of thousands of dollars. 
• Data collection durln1 procesaing and tHt.ing. Automated data collection allows more 
data to be collected, with transcription errors eliminated. Better data enhances the 
ability of processing engineers to· analyze and solve production problems. 
Flgure I shows a typical computer configuration for a clean room. Microcomputers 
control the data flow automation for one or several pieces of equipment. A Shop 
Information System (SIS), running on a minicomputer, oversees the movem.ent of 
product throughout the cleanroom. The microcomputers are referred to as Automation 
Cell Computers. The term Autom~tion Cell is .used to refer to a single rnicro and the 
equipment it controls. All microcomputers are connected via TCP/IP to this Shop 
Information System. The micros often depend on the SIS for guidance. Equ~pment is 
connected to its controlling micro using RS-232. 
TCP/IP, which stands for Transmission Control Protocol I Internet Protocol, is a set of 




















Ftp.re 1. Semiconductor Cleanroom Computer' System 
1.1 The Need for SECS-I and SECS-II 
A large barrier to the data automation effort was the dis.similar interfaces presented by 
the equipment. From ·the low-level communication protocol to the high-level structure 
of the data sent, the Data.Automation Software Application (DASA) programmer could 
expect each new type of equipment to require a completely different softwa.re interface. 
SEMI, a consortium of Semiconductor manufacturers, sought to alleviate this by 
designing the SECS-I and SECS-II standards to make the software interface more 
consistent across all Semiconductor equipment. SECS stands for SEMI Equipment 
Communication Standard. SECS-I defines the protocol for exchange of messages 
between Semiconductor processing equipment and a host computer. SECS-II details the 
me~ge content. 
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Many Scmkondue1or manufacturen developed their own 1<>ftware package
a to handle 
the SECS llancltnh. Data Automation Software Apphc•tioru (DASA '1). etatomiz.cd to 
handle the SECS-II mc:Uagc.s for a panicular machine. arc built on
 top of thuc home-
grown SECS interfaces. tlp.rt l highlights the 10ftwarc laycn found 
on a tYJ)1c•I 
Automatioo Cell Computer. 
Generic Software to Communicate 






Figure 2. Software Layers on Automation Cell Computer 
The SECS-I, SECS-II, and SIS layers are generic, i.e., they can be us
ed by any DASA. 
Typically, there is one daemon running to handle each of these 
tasks on a given 
Automation Cell.. A daemon is a computer-wide process that is always runnin
g when the 
computer is up. Several different DASA 's may be running on the 
same Automation 
Cell; each DASA would depend on the three daemons to provide com
munication to its 
Equipment and to the Shop Information System. The SECS-I software
 layer handles the 
low-level communication with all Equipment attached to the 
Automation Cell 
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Computer. The SECS-II layer roucea incoming SECS-II meaagea to the correct DASA 
and outgoing SECS-II mcu.age.a to the correct Equipment. The DASA wftware ii 
d~gned to cull information from SECS-II mcMage.s received from iti Equipment and to 
contr~ iu Equipment by 1ending SECS-II mc.s5.1gc.s. The SIS layer allows a DASA to 
query the Shop Information System for information, such a.s the recipe that the 
manufac1uring lot &hould use at the Equipment. The SIS layers also permits the DASA 
to update informatioo on the Shop Information System, for example that the 
manuf aciuring lot is being moved from the Equipment to another piece of Equipment. 
1.2 DASA Dtvtlopmtnt 
Due to the software layering described above, only the DASA layer must he developed 
for each new type of Equipment to he automated. The DASA programmer must learn 
the detail of the SECS-II messages the Equipment sends and expects to receive, must 
determine what data to cull from the messages received, must choose when and how to 
interact with the Equipment operator through the Equipment's display(s), and must 
decide how to control the Equipment through the -manufacturing process. The D.ASA is 
the computer program that embodies these design decisions. 
One of the most time-consuming tasks of DASA development is determining the exact 
structure of the SECS-II messages used by the Equipment. The exact structure must be 
known because the software must parse incoming SECS-II messages and build outgoing 
SECS-II messages. Absolute precision is required. There are two distinct phases to 
accomplishing this task: 
1. Experiment with sending and receiving each type of SECS-II messages that the 
Equipment uses. Learn the structure of the messages in detail. The SECS-II 
Internals section below explains how there can be different types of SECS-II 
6 
2. Uuna the e1perimen(Al dalA plhcrc<i an ucp 1. build wbrootine:1 lo pan.c 
meu.age.s received from the Equipment and build meuagc-.1 to be 1ent to the 
Equipment. 
The subroutines arc packaged into a DASA. When the DASA hu been debugged, it 
w'ill run as a daefflon proces.s on the Automation Cell Computer, re.quiring little 
attention. It automatic,ally carries out the ta.s.k.s it was progr.ammed to do: interacting 
with the Equipment operator in the cle-anroom, storing data culled from incoming 
SECS-II messages, controlling Equipment activity hy s.ending SECS-II me55.ages, 
communicating with the Shop Information System. 
1.3 SECS-II lnt~rnall 
To understand the requirements of a SECS-II interface, some detail about the SECS-II 
standard itself must be understood. 
7 
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Figure 3. Byte Detail in One Block of a SECS-II Message 
SECS-II messages are sent in blocks that may range in size fr~m 13 to 256 bytes. The 
messages may be single-blqck or multi-block. Figure 3 shows the byte structure of a 
8 
rypk&I SECS-II blcxk. whkh coruu.ll of four partJ: 
1. Cllandtt comit. Thil ooe--bytc field contains the wm ol the number of bytea in 
the He~dcr and the Body. Since a SECS-II block may be variable in uu. the 
character count is required to ,pccify the number of hytc.s. 
2. H~adtt. This ten-byte field contains high-level information ahout the particular 
SECS-II mcu.age and hlock. lne information \1,ithin the Header is u.s.cd hy the 
SECS-II software layer to determine whether to send the hlock to Equipment or 
DASA, which particular f:.quipment or DASA to send it to, whether or not to set a 
timer to wait for a reply to the message and if the block is in the proper sequence 
for the SECS-II message of which it is a part. 
The information in the Header is also important to the DASA receiving the hlock. 
I_n particular, the Stream-Function tells the D ASA what type 9f message it has 
·received. The Header information includes: 
·• Reverse-Bh (R-Bit). Indicates if the message is being sent from the Equipment 
or from the Host.. 
• Device ID. A unique identifier for the Equipment rece1vang or sending the 
mes.sage. 
• Wait-Bit (W-Bit). Indicates whether or not a reply to ~he message is expected. 
• Stream-Function. Categorizes information contained in the message. 
• End-Bit (E-Bit). Set for only the last block in a given SECS-II message. 
• Block Number. SECS-II messages are sent in 256-byte blocks, with the Block 
Number starting at 1 and increasing by 1 for each subsequent block. 
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• SJ*m Bytn. Un•quely •dcntify the meu.aae fo1 a par1icul1r ptece of 
~uipmenl. 
3. Body. Thi.I field may be from O lo 243 bytea in length. The Body i1 the actual d.ta 
tlal ii being 1.cnt to or from the Equipment. 
4. chttuum. This two-byte field is us.cd to check the integrity of the trans.mitted 
SECS-II block. 
SECS-II Mess.ages arc categorized by s.imilar activities. The categories arc called 
Streams. flaun 4 cros.s-reference.s the Stream numhcrs and their activities. 
STREA~1 AC'TIVITY 
Stream 1 Equipment Status 
Stream 2 Equipment Control and Diagnostics 
Stream 3 Material Status 
Stream 4 Material Control 
Stream 5 Exception Reporting 
Stream 6 Data Collection 
Stream 7 Process Program Management 
Stream 8 Control Program Transfer 
Stream 9 System Errors 
Stream 10 Terminal Services 
Stream 11 deleted 
Stream 12 Wafer Mapping 
Stream 13 Unformatted Data Set Transfers 
Figure 4. SECS-II Streams 
Within each Stream, Functions are defined for particular activities. With the exception 
of Function 0, which in every Stream closes an open conversation, like-numbered 
Functions specify unrelated activities from Stream t.o Stream. 
A Transaction is defined as a complete interaction ( or conversation) between the 
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Equipment and the HQI.C computer. It may conui.t of ooc SECS-II mcaagc that doc.a 
noc require a reply, or a SECS-II meu.age and the rc.1ulting reply. 
A SECS-II me.wage that initiate& a conversation is c.alled a Primary mcuagc. A Primary 
meaagc ii always an odd-numbered Functioo. A s~condJJry mc.s.ugc i, ~nt only in 
response to a received Primary mesugc. Secondary me.s.s.ages arc always even-numbered 
Functioru. The Equipment and the Host both can send Primary and Secondary 
mes.ugc.5. 
A reply to a Primary message is expected only if the Wait-Bit is set in the headcr(s) for 
the message. A Trans.action can now be defined more precisely as the pairing of a 
Primary mess.age with the Wait-Bit set and the returned Secondary message, or a 
Primary message with the Wait-Bit not set. 
Ttle sender of a Primary message with the Wait-Bit set waits a c·ertain length of time for 
the corresponding Secondary message. If it does not receive a leply within the timeout 
period, it aborts the conversation. 
The Body of a SECS-II message is a self-defining structure consisting of Items and Lists. 
Items are the data elements; Lists are group:ings of Items which may include more Lists. 
The SECS-II message structure parallels a data structure, well-known within the 
Computer Science community, called a· tree. A tree is simply ·a grouping of elements, 
called nodes, into parent-child relationships. Nodes without children are called ./eaf 
nodes. As shown in Flgure S, a tree data structure looks much like a human 's family 
tree, ex.cept that a child may have only one parent. 
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Jilgurt S. SECS-II Message as a Tree Data Structure 
All SECS-II Items are leaf nodes on the tree. 1ne parent nodes are all SECS-II Lists. 
One Stream-Function ·is differentiated from another by the configura.tion of Items arid 
Lists in its Tree, the data type (see Figure 6) of each Item, and the en_tity which each 
Item represents (e.g., recipe or lot number). The SEMI SECS-II Specification details 
what the SECS-II Tree should look look like for over 200 Stream-Functions. A given 
SECS-II message may contain none of, some of, or all of the different data types shown 
in Figure 6. 
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DrftnJUoa 
ASCII rintahle ASCII chanactcn 
BINARY 
BOOLEAN 0 ii fals.c, !• 0 is true 
FLOAT4 
R.-h tc flontin >int IEEE 754 
INTl ned intc er 2's com lement 
INTI ned inte er 2's com lement 
INT4 ned inte er 2's com lcment 
INT8 ned inte er 2's com lcmcnt 
LIST number o( items in List 
UINTl ned intc er 
UINT2 ned intc er 
UINT4 ncd intc er 
UINT8 8-hvtc unsi ncd intc er 
f1gurt 6. SECS-II Data Types 
Integers are numbers with no fractional component, whereas floating point numbers may 
have fractional components. For integers in Figure 6, the most significant byte is sent 
first. For floating point, the sign bit is sent first. 
As stated before, the SEMI SECS-II Specification details over 200 Stream-Functions. 
The messages of any piece of Equipment claiming to adhere to the SECS-II standard 
must conform to this SEMI Specification. 
There is some flexibility in the SEMI Specification of any SECS-II Stream-Function 
because the Items in the specification, rather than being one of the f ou_rteen data types 
listed in Figure 6, are members of a SECS-II Data Dictionary. This Data Dictionary, 
which is also part of the SEMI SECS-II Specification, specifies the acceptable SECS-II 
data types for 146 different Items. Lists can also provide flexibility in Stream-Function 
specificafion; variable-length lists are used whe·n it is not known how many of a 
13 
pankular hem will appear in the 111!. 
Tbe SECS-II Specification for any pankular pcce ol ~uipmcnt will ipCCtfy the exact 
SECS-II data type for all SECS-II meuages uicd by the ~uipmcnt. 
As an example, consider Stre41m 6 Function 9. Known u a Formatted Variable Send, it 
is one of the most commonly used Stream-Functions. The structure of this mc~ge is 
specified in the SEMI Specification a.s: 
L.~ 
1. < PFCD > 
2. < DATAID > 
3. < CEID > 
~- L,n 
1. L,2 
1. < DSID(l) ./ 
2. L,m 


















Flgure 7. Stream 6 Function 9 SEMI Specification 
The specification in Figure 7 can be transformed to the tree shown in Figure 8. The 
LIST at the top level of the tree (level 0) is a fixed LIST because it contains different 
14 
ltem.1. However, the LIST1 al leveb 1 and 3 are varia~e li.lU bc<.aw.c they c.an contain 
any number of like llcnu. ·me hem, directly below level l arc thcms.clvc.1 LISTi, while 
the hcnu directly below level 3 arc DVVAL. DVVAL ii cootaincd in the SEMI 
Specification Data Dictionary and ii explained below. 
() 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 8. Stream 6 Function 9 ·SEMI Specification as a Tree 
The Data Dictionary items in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are defined as follows: 
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• ncD . PrtddlaNt format codt. Ua.cd by the ~uipmcnt manufacturer to 1pccify 
par1kular wt.eu of the &,tructurc of the Strum 6 Function 9 mc.LUge. Valid type i1 
BINARY. 
• DAT AID· Data ID. Valid types arc IITT•. UIITT•. 
• CEID • Colltttkaa t•nal ID. Specifies the event on the E.quipment that spawned thi, 
meaage. Valid types arc INT·, UIITT·. 
• DSID • Data Sd ID. Valid types arc INT•. UINT•. 
• DVVAL • Data Valut. Valid types are BINARY. BOOLEA·N, IN'r•. FLOAT•; 
UINT•. 
1.5 ~ Importance or Proerarnmlne East in a SECS-II Interface. 
The flexibility of the SECS-II Stream-Function specification reduces the rcusahility of 
software designed to build and parse SECS-II messages. As an example, consider a 
DASA designed .for a piece of Equipment which passes DVV AL in Stream 6 - Function 
9 as a FLOAT4. A C language implementation would use a float type to store DVV AL. 
However, this implementation will fail for a piece of Equipm.ent that sends DVV AL in 
Stream 6 - Function 9 as an INT2. Making matters more difficult is the- fact that a single 
piece of Equipment may pass DVV AL as INT2 in one SE.CS-II message and as FLOAT4 
in another. 
The result of this flexibility is that each type of Equipment requires a custom D A.S"A. It 
follows that .an important goal of a SECS-II interface should be to make the 
programming of a DASA as easy as possible. It would be especially advantageous for a 
SECS-.11 interface to be programmable by non-programming professionals; in practice 
there are often many more DASA·'s desired than there are full-time C ·programmers to 
16 
develop them. 
Tbe SECS-II interface currendy u.aed by AT&T requires an experienced C programmer 
to develop a DASA because it UICI comp·lex C data llructure.s to reprc.s.cnt the lis.u and 
ltcnu in SECS-II messages. This paper will de.scribe a SECS-II interface which make1 
DASA development C-llier by letting the programmer view SECS-II me.s.sage.s u trees, 
providing the programmer with simple method.I to move up, down, left, and right to 
nodes in the trc.e, and providing methods to c.a..s.ily allow the programmer to extract the 
value from or s.et the value of an Item node. A ltcmatively, the interface to be described 
can combine the heretofore distinct activities of defining the exact structure of SECS-II 
messages for a piece of Equipment and exploiting those definitions in software. 
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l. DESIGN GOALS 
The oYerall goal of thil SECS-II interface ii to lo(reamlinc the proccu that the DASA 
programmer mui.t follow to produce wftwarc to interpret and build SECS-II me.u.age.1 
for a particular piece of Equipment. ·1ni1 goal can be achieved hy huilding the M>Urcc 
code for the DASA programmer u the programmer is working to pinpoint the 
Equipment's im~cmcntatioo of the SECS-II mc.s.s.agc.s. 
2.1 GOAL 1: RtdUtt ~ Nam~f' o,f lntma« Dat. TypH 
f1autt 9 shows ooc way that the fourteen SECS-II data types could map into eleven C 
data typc.s. The justification for the mapping is that the nun,hcr of hytes and the 
interpretation of the hytes in the C types exactly match the corresponding SECS-II types. 
If the DASA prograr ,mer wants to use a databas.e in his DASA, he may find that some 
of the eleven types arc not supported hy his database software. Even if all eleven types 
arc supported, he may find the same data coming from two different Stream-Functions 
as different types, forcing him to do convert one of the types. It would be of benefit to 
the DASA programmer to further reduce the number of potential data types. 
18 
Data T 
ASCII char • 
BINARY unsi ncd char 
BOOLEAN unsi ncd char 
LIST n/1 
INTl char 
UINTl unsi ncd char 
INTI short 
UINT2 unsi ncd short 
INT4 Ion 
UIN1'4 unsi ncd Ion 
IN1"8 Ion .., ... 
UIN1"8 unsi ncd Ion 2 
FLOAT4 float 
FLOAT8 double 
Ftp.re 9. Mapping SECS-II Data Types to C Data Types 
2.2 GOAL 2: Streamline the Proc~ or Agreeing with Equipment on l\1eWtge li'orm 
Most of the effort of developing a DASA for a new piece of Equipment invol'ves 
creating subroufines that either huild or parse SECS-II messages. There is a multi-step 
procedure that the programmer typically follows to accomplish this task: 
1. Use secsim0 or a similar program to build Primary and Secondary SECS-II 
messages to be sent to the Equipment. This construction is done off-line, guided 
by the SECS Specification that is provided with the Equipment. 
2. Connect Host computer to the Equipme_nt;· for secsime, the Host is a PC running 
DOS. To. test the. hand-built Secondary messages, run the Equipment to cause it 
to send Primary SECS-II messages to the Host. Likewise, request that secsim
0 
send the customized Primary messages to the Equipment. 
\ 
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3. Becauae the SECS Spocif,catioo for a given ptoce of ~uipmcnl may be v11uc. 
out-of-date. or even incorrcci. many of the hand-built mcu.agc.s go through s.cvcnal 
iterations bcf ore the Equipment deems chem acccp<ablc. 'Thi.I proccu often takei 
aeveral day&. 
... The details of Primary and Secondary mc.s.s.agc.i received from the Equipment arc 
1.torcd during luting of the custon1izcd mcs..\.age.s. Thc.s.c mu.s.t be studied to 
determine how to cull the desjrcd information from the mes.s.agcs. 
5. Suhroutines can now be coded to huild ( or parse) the me.s.s.ages sent to (or received 
from) the Equipment. As a re.suit of the experimentation. these suhroutine.s should 
now "agree" with the Equipment. 
The new SECS-II interface should strive to make the process of coming to terms with the 
Equipment more efficient. 
2.3 GOAL 3: Make It Easier to Build SECS Messages to Send to the Equipment 
Consider the C language example of building a SECS-II message, shown in Figure 10: it 
contains statements that can make C daunting for non-professionals.. To·e message is 
designed to update several "equipment constants". The equipment. constant ID's are 
stored in one array (ec/D) and the equipment constant values are stored in another 
(ecVa/). 
NOTE 1 in Figure 10 marks the declaration of the SECSarray, where the SECS-II 
message is built. It .is an array of pointers to C type char, meaning that ev.ery piece of 
data stored in SECSarray must be a pointer to C type char. A pointer is a piece of data 
that "points to" another piece of data in the computer's memory; pointers are useful for 
. . 
strings of char's because unlike long,. which always uses 4 bytes of comput~r memory, 
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a.1rinp are of variable length. NOTE l mark.I the definition of the top LIST in the 
SECS-II tree. Thi.a tree will have ruunbtr(JfCorutanlJ LIST, below the top LIST, e•ch 
containin1 one INT2 (equipment coru!anl ID) and one INT4 (equipment coru.tanl 
value). 
Since the code to initialiu any of the lower LIST, i.s the ume, it is put in a roe loop. 
The s.talemenl at NOTE 3 take.1 the addre.s.s of the appropriate clement in the tcf D 
array, cu.ts it as a char pointer, and puts it in the appropriate s.lot of the SECS.arra_Y. 




•sECSarray(3 + (R • NUMBER_OF _CONSTA"'a'S)]/••• Non: 1 •••; 
cc ID( NUMBER __ 0 F _CON ST ANTS]; 
ccVal(NUMBER_OF_CONSTANTS); 
Fill edD[) & ecVal[] arra·ys from database•/ 
SECSarray(O] = ~'LIST"; 
SECSarray[t] • numberOfConstants; 
for ( i : O; i < NUMBER_OF _CONSTANTS; i++ ) 
( 
j = i • 8; 
SECSarray(2 + j] = "LIST\ 
SECSarray[3 + j] = '~"; 
SECSarray(4 + j] = "AINT2"; 
SECSarray[5 + j] = "1" 
SECSarray[6 + j] = (char •) &eclD[i];r•• NOTE 3 •••/ 
SECSarray[7 + j] = "AINT4"; 
SECSarray[8 + j] = "1 "; 
SECSarray[9 + j] = (char •) &ecVal[iJ;r•• NOTE 4 •••1 
} 
'SECSarray[2 + (8 • NUMBER_OF _CONSTANTS)] =(char•) NULL: 
Figure 10. C Code to Build SECS-II Message 
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• 
The new SECS-II interlace lhoold 5'rivc to make programmang SECS-II meu.agc 
building leu complex. 
The C language SECS-II interlace UICJ pointers directly into the SECS-II mes.uge to 
acceu item, in the mess.age. f1&urr 11 &hows the tree for Stream 6 Function 3. To 
acces.s the targeted node in ftaurt 11 would require a C statement such a.s shown in 
F1aan 12. ftaurt 11 also ~ows the path of the pointers which would be trave~d to 
reach the targeted node. The C interface adds to the confusion hy requiring an extra 
piece of data to access a leaf node: to get from the bottom-JT)ost LIST in FtiWt 11 to 






un .dptr[1]. un. bptr 
Figure 11. Tree Representation of Stream 6 Function 3 Message 
data Value = •msgptr->dataptr->un.dptr[2]. un.dptr[O]. un .dptr[t_]. un.dptr[O]. un.dptr[.1]. un. bptr; 
Figure 12. C Code to Access Target Node in Figure 11 
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I 
A lypkal DASA mlm cull a.everal pcca ol <ht~ from each of over one-hundred 
meaagca that it might re<eavc from the l~uip,ment. Even if the DASA programmer 
cre.atca lrc~ diagr•nu wch u t.hown in f1pn 11 for each of hiJ Equipment's SEC:S-11 
meu.age:1. it i.s 1till difficult and error-prone to create the C llatemcnti to gel to the 
desired data; the a.imple concept of moving from node to node in a t rec doc.5 not ea.s.ily 
tranllate to C statement such u that in t'tprt 12. 
The new SECS-II interface will have a reprc.scntation of the tree and movement within it 
that fits more clos.cly to the s.implc concept of moving from node to node on a diagram. 
The extraction of data from SECS-II messages should be more unden;tandahle than 
described in the pre.ceding example. 
2.5 GOAL 5: bol.ate Noo-portablt Code within SECS-II Dau Types 
To facilitate the porting of the SECS-II interface to different hardware platforms, it 
w9uld be useful to segregate non-portable code. This provides the programmers porting 
the code with a small subset of the SECS-II interface that they must consider for change 
on the new Host. This goal benefits the DASA programmer in that it would make the 
SECS-II interface available more quickly to him on different Host computers. 
There a_re two types of code within the interface that may be non-portable: 
1. bit-level operations. 
2. movement of data from incoming SECS-II message to native data types, and vice 
versa. Data is ·in .high-order-byte· to low-order-byte order in SECS-II messages. If 
the Host computer does not support this ordering in the data types the interface 
must use, there must be byte movement to translate between the two. 
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The new SECS-II interface ,trivea to make the DASA progr.mmcr·, job e.uaer by 
presenting him with cbta rcpres.cnlatioru that closely parallel the human view of SECS-II 
lolructures. Additionally. the interface lhould provide tools that make le.aming the 
Equipment and building the DASA more efficient. 
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J. OBJECT.ORIENTED PROGRAMPttlNG PARADIGM 
Many book.I have been wrincn rcg.arding the object-oriented approach to programming. 
While a comprehcrujve di.M:uwoo is beyond the scope of this work. the following brief 
introdue1ion will serve to illustrate the bcnefiu of incorporating the paradigm into the 
SECS-II interface. 
Object-oriented programming ba.s.ically inv~ves the packaging of <Uta and the functioru 
that can act on that <hta into bundles called c/Q.J.Jt.J. In C++, the data for a class is 
called the mt"ibtr data and the functions that can operate on the member data arc 
called the member function.J. Any particular instance of a class is called an object. 
3.1 Eumpl~ or a Clua 
To clarify these concepts, consider a class called DOG. Suppose that the DOG class 
had member data breed, name, and dog!D, and member functions DOG(), ;.DOG(); 
changeBreed(), and changeName(). DOG() is a special member function, called a 
constructor, used to create a DOG ohject. Conversely, -ooG() is destructor, a special 
member function to delete a DOG object. A programmer wanting. to use class DOG 
will be called a client. The DOG client would create an object of type DOG in C++ as 
follows: 
.DOG aDog( "beagle"·, "Peaches" ); 
The constructor for the DOG class sets breed equal to the first argument it receives (in 
this .case, "beagle") and sets name equal to· the second argument it receives ("Peaches"). 
Additionally, the DOG constructor sets dog ID based on some internal algorithm for 
keeping a unique number for all dogs in the world. 
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The clw,nf chac declared che DOG objc<1 aD01 c.an change che obje<1 only by UMng the 
member functiona provided. To change chc namt. the client woo Id do M>fflClhing Ii kc: 
aD0j.changcName( "Satin" ); 
Thi.a changea the NJm~ to "Satin". The client hu no means of changing dog ID because 
he wu no< provided with a member function to do so; the bundling of data and functions 
into clas.scs allows the class programmer to cootrol how the client may use the class. 
Oa1se1 also permit the cla.55 programmer to hide the complexity of the class. 
imptemcntation from the client. The class programmer can in this manner provide the 
client with a simpler view of the class. 
3.2 Clua Inhtritance 
Another feature of Object-oriented programming is inhen·rance. A class that inherits 
from second class _is said to be a subcla.s.s, or a derived class, of the second class. Th.e 
second· class may be referred to as the superclass. A subclass i~ exactly like its 
superclass, except that it typically has additional member data and/or member functions. 
Inheritance allows the building of class hierarchies in which common functionality is not 
duplicated, but instead serves as the basis from which subclasses are derived. 
Continuing the example above, the DOG class is a subclass of the class PET. The 
member data breed and name might actually ~ declared in the PET class, and are a part 
of DOG simply because it_ is a subclass of PET. DOG adds the member data doglD; 
this member data and however DOG initializes it in its DOG() constructor are the only 
ways in which DOG differs from PET. 
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Object-orienlod programming .e-emed to prov.de wayi to achieve lhe goab of J>foviding 
an eu.icr-to-w.c interlace to SECS-II. A TREE cla.u would hide the complex detaib of 
moving about a tree from the client. A SECSELE~iEST clll.\ could ~rve ai a 
wpcrclau for fourteen clau.e, to represent the fourteen SECS-II data typc.s; bcc.ausc the 
claue,. arc in cootrol of their clients usage, they could w.c fewer cuta typc.s in their client 
interactioo. Oaues to represent e.ach of the SECS-II mes.s.age.s in the SEMI 
Specific.tion could be created, with each containing a tree Model of iu specification; 
these clas.scs would derive from a STREAMFUNCTION class that would hundle data 
and actions common to all Stream-Functions. 
These possibilities resulted in the conception of the Object-or1ented SE.CS-II Interface 
(OOSI). The next chapter discusses the class organization for the OOSI. 
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' 
~. C~ ORGANIZATION 
.,._e IJ highlighu the cla.u layout of the OOSI. The double drclcs arc Borland C++ 
cleuea, and the 1.inglc circles arc claun crc.atcd for the OOSI. A duhcd line me.ans i.J a 









0 0 0 
Figure 13. Object-Oriented SECS-II In.terface Class Organization 
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Figure 14. Borland Ct+ Class Library 
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4.1 TREE Oee 
A SECS-II mcaage i.l cla.u.ic cumplc of a trc~ dAta l!ructurc. Bcc•w.c all programming 
activity involved with building, parsjng, and moving around within SECS-II mewage.1 
will involve the TREE clus, it is the mos.t important class required by the OOSI. 
The TREE clas.s is a generic clas.s in that it would be u.s.cful to any application requiring 
a TREE, not just this OOSI application. An object of type TREE actually consists of 
just the parent node and its children nodes. The children, which arc also TREE ohjccts, 
arc stored on a Borland Double List object. 
Multi-level supcr-TREE's arc formed by adding a TREE with children as a child to 
another TREE. Most SECS-II me.ssage.s are represented as supcr-TREE's. 
4.2 SECSELEMENT Cl&SSH 
The SECSELEMENT class 1s an abstract class, meaning that no objects of type 
SECSELEMENT may be qeclared. The SECSELEMENT class serves as a hase class 
from which fourteen classes, one for each SECS-II item type, are derived. 
Thirteen of the fourteen SECSELEMENT subclasses are named identically to the 
SECS-II item types that they represent; the class for the LIST item type are named 
SLIST (SECS LIST) to avoid conflict with the Borland ·c++ Cla~ Library. 
Having a separate class to represent each of the SECS-JI item types allows encapsulation 
of the storage details and conversion methods within these classes. This achieves the 
design goal of the isolation of non-portabl~ code. 
4.3 SECSMESSAGE Class 
The SECSMESSAGE is a client of both the TREE class and the SECSELEMENT 
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d1ua,. A clua t.11 client of wood clau when it dcclar~ end UICI objcctJ of the accood 
cl1uea type. A SECSME.SSAGE object ii crc..tcd in ooc of two way1: 
• a SECS-II meuagc i.s received from the Equipment. and the byte stre•m i.s pa.M,Cd to 
a SECSMESSAGE constructor. The constructor glc.ans the hc.ader information from 
the SECS-II mess.age and builds a super-TREE with the appropriate 
SECSELEMENT's at the nodes. 
• a DASA subroutine has built a super-TREE to be sent to the Equipment as a SECS.-
II message. The suhroutine requests the creation of a SECSMESSAGE; the 
appropriate SECSMESSAGE constructor converts the super-TREE into a. byte 
stream, complete with SECS-II headers, ready to be sent to the Equipment. 
4.4 STREAM-Fl.JNCTION Clu&n 
The STREAMFUNCTION class is the hase class for classes designed to handle specific 
Stream-Function SECS-II messages. However, STREAMFUNCTION is not an abstract 
clas.s; objects of type STREAMFUNCTION may be declared. 
There are five basic functions of any object of type STREAMFUNCTION, or derived 
from STREAMFUNCTION: 
• update the DASA based on a Primary SECS-II message received from the 
Equipment. 
• update the DASA based on a Secondary SECS_;H message received .from the 
Equipment. 
• send a Primary SECS-II message to the Equipment. 
• send a Secondary SECS-II message to the Equipment. 
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• er*sc 1he UKr lo build lhe Member fune1ioru co accomplilh any of the above. 
Spocifk s«rcam-Pune1ion cl•AN. e.g .. S6FV cla.u. cxil! only for Primary meu.agea. 
Ae1ivicie1 for a SccondAry mes.sage are handled by the cla.u named for the Primary 
mcaage. For eump·lc, a received Strc~m 6 Function 10 SECS-II mCM.1ge would be 
handled by the S6FV cla.u. 
A productioo ven.ioo of the O·OSI would require over one hundred specific Stream-
Function classes. Toil thesis includes a selected subs.et of these for illustration purposes. 
When the user is building an Equipment specific DASA. he \lrill he building custom 
Stream-Function classc.s such as the S6F9C clas.s. 
5. INTERACTIVE MEMBE.R FUNCTION BUILDING WITH THE OOSJ 
Thia chapeer illUl!ratea how the 0051 alloWI the DASA programmer to comb4ne the 
prcviowJy dis.tinct activitic.1 of le.aming the SECS-II mes.uge structure ,pccific to the 
Equipment and laing this knowledge to con~truct software routines that \ltill pars.c or 
build theie SECS-II mess.agCl during manufacturing. Three design goals are achieved by 
the OOSI / DASA programmer interaction that will be discus.scd. 
Member Function, to parse SECS-II messages from the Equipment arc built by 
prompting the user through messages as they are received from the Equipment. Since 
the Member Function is built directly from the Equipment's version of any SECS-II 
message, agreement on the message structure is achieved immediately. 
This direct building technique is not pos..sihle for messages that will he sent to the 
Equipment. However, to make the offline process easier, the user is prompted through 
the SEMI Specification for a given mess.age and asked to tailor it to Equipment's version 
of the message. It is envisioned that the user would have the Equipment's SECS-II 
specification at hand while O.OSI prompts them through the SEMI message. The end 
result would be Member Functions designed to build and send SECS-II messages to the 
Equipment. ·Jn cases where the Equipm·ent's specification was incorrect, the user would 
have to repeat the build procedure until the Equipment accepts th~ mes.sage built by the 
Member Function. 
5.1 Customizing Member Functions to Parse Messages from Equipment 
The interaction in Figure 15 would occur when the ·oASA programmer wants to se.e the 
detail of a Stream 6 Function 9 sent from the Equipment to the Host. A PC run.ning the 
OOSI would be communicating with the Equipment. When the DASA programmer hits 
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the RUN buuon on the, Equipment. a Sue.am 6 Function 9 mcsuae ii 1en1 to the PC and 
the ~on in n,.r. 15 bcaini. lllc DASA programmer·, input ii in bold. 
The interaction occun on a line-by-line haw wch that the DASA programmer ICC.I only 
to the m01.t recent prom pi ( • • > ). When the progr.ammer ente~ the requested 
information, the next prompt i.s displayed. Note th.at the style of the left side of the 
promp<.1 look very &.imilar to the style of the SEMI Specification; it is also similar to the 
SECS-II spccific.tioo for the Equipment. Inside the brackets arc the SECSELEMENT 
object type (SECS-II data type) and the value(s) for the ohjcct. < 1./ST 4> indicates a 
LIST w"ith 4 Items. <BINARY 6> is a BINARY ohject with a singl.c value of 6. Note 
the indenta~ion as the super-TREE is descended. 
The two numbers separated hy a colon (e.g. 4:/) indicate the level of the ohject within 
the super-TREE and the child number within its level, respectively. 0:0 indicates the 
root of the super-TREE. The variahle names entered hy the DASA programmer 
become the variable names to store data values in the Member Function being huilL 
The interactive session to build a Member Function to parse a Stream 6 Function 9 
message from the Equipment would appear as:-
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BUILDING Member Puncttoa lo update DASA baled oo 
Strum 6 · Fund.an 9 meu.aie rc«ivcd from f..quapmcnl. 





<LIST 1 > 
<LIST 2> 
< UJNT1 O> 
< LIST 1 > 
· enlet Variable Name co uve dalA, OR 
· enter 'n' lo NOT uve daCA. 
0:0 
1: l • • > formalCOCM 
1 :2 • • > d.at.lD 





<ASCII 'RUN '> .- : 1 • • > butlonNa.nw 
Ftprt 15. Sample Session to Build S6-F9 Member Function 





















collection ID ,, 
button Name 
Figure 16. Stream 6 Function 9 Tree with Variable Names 
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n,.n 17 ahOWI the code gencr•tcd by the tlp.n- 15 ..c.1.1.100 Mlh the l)ASA 
pt'ogrammer. NO(c that the programmer-'J)Ccified variable namc.1 of fomiatCod~ and 
diua/D are declared u loaa type1. even though they were BINARY and INT'2, 
reapectively, in the received SECS-II me.u.agc. The SECSELEMENT subclaµ.cs allow 
reduction in the number of d~ta types that the DASA programmer must deal v.ith. 
The TR EE_PTR • primary-> return Trtt(} statement returns the root of the Primary 
meu.age super-TREE. MOVE_DOWN is a macro to move the current node to the fi~t 
(left-most) child. The current node is now the place within the Stream 6 Function 9 
me.Mage where formatCod~ resjdes, so the value is extracted \lrith SEPTR-
> return L-Ong(). 
The remaining statements visit every node in the Stream 6 Function 9 TREE, extracting 
data where the DASA programmer requested, and finally, moving the current node hack 
up to the root of the super-TREE. The code .is indented to reflect movement down and 
up the super-TREE. The code generated would be: 
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II primaryUpdalc() DECLARATION 
voki ~imaryUpdA1c(); 
// J>ftmaryUpda1c() DEf-lNITTON 








f orma 1Codc; 
da1.alD; 
coiled ion I D; 
bun on Na me [ l l ] ; 
TREE_PTR • ~imary->rctumTrcc(); 
MOVE_DOWN; 
formatCodc • SEPTR- > return L{)ng(); 
MOVE_RIGHT( l ); 
datalD • SEPTR->returnLong(); 
MOVE_RIGHT( l ); 
collcctionlD • SEPTR->rcturnLong(); 
MOVE_RIGHT( l ); 
MOVE_DOWN; 
MOVE_DOWN; 
MOVE_RIGHT{ 1 ); 
MOVE_DOWN; 





Figure 17. Code Generated by S6-F9 Session 
5.2 Customizing Member Functions to Send Messages to Equipment 
Stream-Function classes of the OOSI (e.g., S2F23) provide Member Functions to build 
Mem.ber Functions for their customized subclasses (e.g., S2F23C). For example, the 
buildSendPrimary() Member Function of the S2F23 class will build a customized 
sendPrimary() Member Function for the S2F23C class. Each Stream-Function class has 
built-in TREE Models of the SEMI Specification for the Primary message and the 
Secondary message, keeping in mind that a class named for a Primary message is also 
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respoo.Mble for the a.uociatcd Secondary me.wage (S2J:iJ clu.a woold updAtc the DASA 
bued oo a St re.am 2 Function 24 mc.u.age received from the Equipn1cnt ). The Stre.am-
Functioo clau.e1 allow only valid Member Functioru lo be built, e.g., a Stream 6 
Function 9 cannO( be s.cnt from the Hos.t to the Equipment. '° clau S6F9 will generate 
an error mas.age rather than build the 1~ndPrimary() Member Function for the S6F9C 
clau. 
By definition, a given SECS-II me.s.s.agc for the Equipment mu.st be a subset of the same 
message in the SEMI Specification. lilgurt 18 shows how the DASA programmer is 
prompted through the SEMI Stream 2 Function 23 tree to tailor the sendPriniar;,·() 
Member Function to his Equipment's Stream 2 Function 23. The programmer's input is 
in bold. As before, the DASA programmer s.ces only to the most recent prompt ( .. z > ); 
the next prompt appears after the programmer has responded to the current prompt. 
The left side of the ·prompt uses the same hasic style as the SEMI Specification, hut 
there are differences owing to the fact that the Model Tree is hased on the flexihle SEMI 
Data Dictionary. In the second prompt in Figure 18 , the <long> represents the TRIO 
from the Data Dictionary. TRIO may be of SECS-II type INTl, INTI, INT4, UINTl, 
UINT2, or UINT4. The SECS ELEMENT classes for each of these types use a long for 
client access or update. The <long> prompt reminds the programmer that the SECS-II 
type entered must be a type that "trades in" long. The SECS-II Specification for the 
Equipment will specify precisely which SECS-II type the Equipment expects. 
The second entry for non-LIST prompts is the number of occurrences of the SECS-II 
data type that are required at the current node. Again, the exact number required is 
given in the Equipment's SECS-II Specification. The last programmer entry for non-
LIST prompts is the variable name that the programmer wishes to use to represent the 
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current node in the Member Funciioo bcina built. 
The LIST prompU de.lcrvc lJ>CCial anentioo; there arc two varietic.1, and e.ach expccu a 
angle reply. In '1prt II . the < LIST 5 > prompt ~gnific.1 a fixed LIST. which means 
that for all Equipment this LIST will have 5 children, with the exception that for some 
Equipment the tree can be pruned at thi, point by having O children. The < /ut> 
promp( is for a variable LIST; the children of such a LIST will all be of the s.amc SECS-
II type. The DASA programmer mu.st simply respond hy indicating how many ·children 
will be in the LIST. 
BUILDING Member Function to s.end 
Stream 2 - Function 23 mess.age to Equipment. 








- for LIST, enter number of Items in LIST, 
- for Items, enter < type number variahleName >, 
e.g., INTI 1 wafer1D. 
0:0 Items in LIST = = > 5 
1 :1 = = > INT2 1 tract ID 
l:2 = = > ASCII 6 sampkPerlod 
1: 3 = = > INT4 1 totalSamples 
1 :4 = = > INT2 1 reportGrpSlu 
1 :5 Items in LIST = = > 8 
2:1 ==> INT2 1 sutusVarID 
Figure 18. Sample Session to Build S2-F23 Member Function 
The tree diagram for a Stream 2 Function 23 message is sho~ in Figure 19. 
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trace ID 






n,utt 19. Stream 2 Function 23 Tree with Variable Namc.s 
f\autt. 20 shows the code generated from the s.es.saon an Jo1eurt 18. Note that the 
variable names match the names provided hy the DASA programmer. The statement 
TREE_ROOT • TREE_PTR • new TREE creates a TREE onto which the outgoing 
message will be built. TREE_ROOT will remain at the root node of the super-TREE, 
while TREE_PTR will be current node, moving around the super~TREE as it is huilt. 
ADD_LIST _AND_MOVEDOWN( 5L ) adds the LIST with 5 children at the root node 
and moves the current node to this LIST. Whenever a LIST is created, it becomes the 
current node. ADDJNT2( IL, trace ID) adds an J.NT2 object, initialized with trace ID, 
as the first (left-most) child of the LIST above. This new node does not become the 
current node, only LISTs will be curr~nt nodes when a TREE is being built. 
The statement TREE *TREE_MARK = TREE_PTR saves the current node prior to 
entering a for loop that initializes the children of the variable LIST. Immediately inside 
this for loop, TREE_PTR is restored. In the example of Figure 20, this serves .no 
purpose, but if there were nested variable LISTs it would ensure that all LISTs were 
built at the correct level in the TREE. Each of the eight INT2 objects are in.itialized 
and added to the super-TREE within the for loop. 
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The llatemcnc p1111UJry • ,ww SECSMESSAGE( ... ) crucca I SECSMESSAGE objcc1 
from che wpcr-TREE that wu buil1. primary->stndMu.Jagt(} &ends the meuagc to the 
Equipment. 
II tend Primary() DECLARATION 
ve>ki .cndPrimary(); 
// .cndPrimary() DEFlNmON 








9TREE ROOT ·TREE PTR· 
- . - . 





TREE_ROOT • TREE_PTR • new TREE; 
ADD_LIST _AND_MOVEDOWN( .SL); 
ADD_INTI( lL, tracclD ); 
ADD_ASCII( 6L, samplePeriod ); 
ADD_INT4( 1 L, tota1Samples ); 
ADD_INTI( 1 L, reportGrpSize ); 
ADD_LJST _AND_MOVEDOWN( 8L ); 
TREE ·TREE_MARK E: TREE_PTR; 
for (inti= O; i < 8; it+ )I 
TREE_PTR = TREE_MARK; 
ADD_INTI( lL, &statusVarlD[i] ); 
} 
primary= new SECSMESSAGE( 2, 23, REPLY, TREE_ROOT ); 
primary-> sendMessage(); 
Figure 20. Code Generated by S2-F23 Session 
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6. TREE CLASS 
A TREE object ti actually j~ a two-level tree. with a parent at level z.cro and the 
children at level ooe. C1ienu of TREE wtll often be de~ling wtth super-TREE·s. which 
darts wtth a TREE that has at le.a.st one child that is also a TREE, etc. The number of 
levcb of a wpcr-TREE is limited only by available memory. A super-TREE ha.s one 
rOO( node, which iJ the only node of the super-TREE wtth no parent. All nodes of a 
super-TREE arc occupied by TREE's; leaf nodes Slmply have no children. To allow 
movement from node to node in the super-TREE, the client will us.e a TREE pointer 
instead of a TREE. 
6.1 Mtm~r Data 
TREE is a subclass of Borland's DoubleList clas.s; the children of a TREE will be stored 
on this DoubleList. All children of a TREE must themselves be TREE's. Each TREE 
has a pointer to Borland'• Object type. Object is the base class for all of Borland's C++ 
Class Li~ary. This is where the node for the TREE is stored. A TREE also has a 
pointer to another TREE, which points to the parent of the TREE; in the case of the 
root node of a super-TREE· it will be NULL. 
The childCnt of a TREE is the number of children the TREE has. childCursor is child 
that is currently being added or examined. When a TREE is. being built, childCnt is 
typically initialized to the number of children expected~ As children are added, 
childCursor is increased and compared to chi!dCnt to determine if the TREE has been 




TREE hu two COfU.lrucion: TREE() to create an emp<y TREE and TREE( Obj«t& 
Nodl ) to ere.ate a TREE 11rith the paw:d Objce1. 
The creation of an cmp<y TREE i1 neccuary bcc4W.C the addChild() Member Function 
ii the ooly way to add a node to the TREE hut unfortunately, a TREE ~iembcr 
Functioo c.anno< be employed until a TREE ohjcci alre.ady cxisa. 
6.J Nodt--Addlna '-1t·mbtr Function.a 
The addChild() Member Function is the only way to add node.s to a TREE. If addChild 
notices that the root of the TREE is empty, it grafts the TREE pas.s.cd to it to the root. 
A TREE pointer is returned hy addChild(). If the child added is a potential parent 
itself, a pointer to this child is returned, othcrvris.e a pointer to the .. current" TREE is 
returned. This method of construction results in a super-TREE being built in prefix 
order. 
6.4 Movement Member Functions 
Four Member Functions are provided to allow movement within a super-TREE: 
move Down(), move Up(), move Right( X), and move Left( X ). 
If the current ·node of the super-TREE has children, moveDown() will move down to 
(move the current node to) the left-most child, otherwise the current node will not 
change. Movfr1g_ the current node to the left-mo.st child is consistent. with a prefix-order 
traversal of a super-TREE. 
If the current node of the super-TREE is not the root node, moveUp() will move up to 
(move the current node to) the parent, otherwise the current node will not change. 
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'"°"~RigltJ( X ) MIi move to the right ( move the current node to the righl) X nodes if 
poajblc. If the requelt ii nO( poujble. the current node remains unchanged. 
,novtuft( X ) functioru in I manner umilar to "10YtRighJ( X ) , exccp( that the 
movement is to the left. 
6.5 Bookan Mnnbtt FllncUom 
aJRoot(), ma_yRePartnt(), hasChildrtn(}, ha.sRigh1Sibli11g(), and ha.sLtftSibling() arc 
Member Functions that answer TRUE-or-FALSE questions about the current node of a 
TREE or super-TREE. 
atRoot() determines if the current node is the root of a TREE or a super-TREE. It is 
used to determine whether or not movtUp() is possible from· the current node. 
mayBtP~rtn_t() determines if the current node is a potential parent. This is set by clients 
of TREE by their use of the addPartntTypt(} Member Function. mayBePartnt(). is used 
so that a TREE can differentiate between objects bei_ng added to nodes that n:tay have 
children and those that may not. 
hasC/:tildren() returns true if the node has children. It is used to determine whether or 
not a moveDown() will be possible. 
hasRighJSibling() returns TRUE i.f the current node has a sibling to the right. Similarly, 
hasLeftSibling() returns TRUE if the current node has a sibling to ·the left. These 
Member Functions are used to check the validity of a right or left move within a TREE 
before attempting the move. 
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7. SECSELKMENT CLA.SSES 
Objocu lo be "ored oo a TREE are llored on a Dou~cl..u!. of which TREE ii a 
auhclau. An object mus.I be a wbclau of Borland'• type Object to be llorcd oo 
Borland'• type DoubleList. Since SECSELEME~f objects v.ill be stored on a TREE, it 
foUoWI that the clas.s SECSELEMEITT mu.st be a subclas.s of Borland'• Object cla.u. 
The SECSELEME~f class it~lf is an abstract cla.u; no objects of this clas.s c~n exist, 
in.1.tead the class serves as a common ba.s.c for its subclas.s.c.s. Some Member Functions 
are generic enough that they can be defined in SECSELEMEITT. In other ca5-e.s P"'e 
virnuJJ functior&S are declared in SECSELEMEITT, which are Member Functions that 
cannot be defined in the abstract class, hut mu.st he declared in its suhclas..scs. 
One of the major accomplishments of the SECSELEMENT classes is to reduce the total 
number of C types that the DASA programmer must handle to three: double, long, and 
(char •). The manner in which the SECS-II data types are mapped, or "'flattened"', into 
these three types is shown in Figure 21. A SECSELEMENT subclass converts to or 
from its flattened type only when sending data to or receiving data from a client. The 
representation within the class is consistent with the SECS-II data type, e.g., an INT2 
object stores its data as short, not long. 
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Flat 
ASCII char• char• 
BINARY uns.i ncd char Ion 
BOOLEAN un,i ncd chAr loo 
LIST n/1 Ion 
INTl char loo 
UINTl unsi ncd char Ion 
INTI short Ion 
UINT2 unsi ncd short Ion 
INT4 Ion Ion 
UINT4 douhlc 
INT8 Ion ? double ... 
UINT8 unsi ned Ion 2 double 
FLOAT4 float double 
FLOAT8 double double 
F1pn 21. Mapping SECS-II Data Types to OOSI Types 
7. I SECSELEMENT Member Data 
cla.ssName will be the same as the corresponding SECS-II data type, e.g., the INT2 class 
will house SECS-II INT2's. cla.ssTypeValue is an internal identifier for the 
SECSELEMENT clas.ses, used· as a means of determining if two SECSELEMENT 
objects are of the same type. itemCode is given in the SECS-II Specification. Each Item 
in the Body of a SECS-II message must begin with an Item Code to identify what type of 
Item it is. The number of bytes in the Item is stored as length, and remainingBytes are 
the number of bytes in the Item that the client has not yet ac~essed, given that the object 
is being accessed. 
7 .2 SECSELEMENT Constructor 
The single SECSELEM ENT() constructor simply sets the class Name and 
class Type Value. Every SECS ELEMENT subclass constructor calls the SECSELEMENT 
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cona.tructOf aher ill own to inicialiu thC:le valuca. 
i.sA() and n.amtOf() arc the two cla.u identification Member Functioru. 
i.sA () retum1 the cla.s.JTyptValu~ '° that two SEC:SELEMENT objects may be compared 
to 1« if they arc of the s.ame type. namtO/() returns a string containing the cla.J.JNamt. 
The name of the cla.s.s is the s.ame a5 the classNanu, except for clas..s SLl~··T. which ha5 
the c/QJ.JNamt of LIST. 
7.4 Mnnbtt hnctloru to Build SECS-II P.1HSa&t 
gttlumCo<k(), gttlttmlltadtr(}, ltngthlnMts.sagt(}, and srn·ngForMts.sagt() are Member 
Functions used only by SECSELEMENT and its suhcla~s to build SECS-II mess.ages. 
getltemCodt(} returns the SECS-II itemCodt for the object. The object uses this 
internally to build the byte string to be put into an under-construction SECS-II message. 
getlttmHtadtr() builds and returns just the header portion of the byte string for the 
object. This header portion consists of the itemCode and length bytes for the object. 
lengthlnMessage() returns ·a count of the number of bytes that the byte string will require 
in the under-construction SECS-II message. stringForMessage() returns the byte string 
for the object, destined for a SECS-II message. 
7 .S Boolean Member Functions 
hasDouble(), hasLong(), and. hasString() return a true or false depending on whether or 
not the SECSELEMENT object can return the type requested. These are useful for 
cases where it is not clear what type of object may be at a node of a SECS-Il message 
tree when the DASA programmer is building Member Functions manually. 
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ntMntDoMbl~(). ntMrnLong(), or rtturn.Stri11g() return the ·next"' dJata value for the 
object. For I given SECSELEMENT ,ubcliU.S only one of thcs.c Wlll actually return a 
value, e.g., rttMrnDouble() will return a value for an i4LOAT4 object, hut returnLong() 
and rttMmStrirag() will nO(. Each object Clln have z.cro, one, or more occurrences of data 
within it; there is a ~ntcr that starts at the first occurrence and is moved to the next 
occurrence each time one of thc.sc Member Functions is Cllllcd. ilt'TTURemaining() 
returns the number of the data occurrences remaining in the object. b_yte.s Perlteni () 
returns the number of hyte.s used by each occurrence of SECS-II data. 
7.7 SECSELEMENT Subcl~ 
The fourteen subclasses of SECSELEMENT are: ASCII, BINARY, BOOLEAN, 
FLOAT4, FLOAT8, INT1, IN'T2, INT4, INT8, SLIST, UINTl, UINT2, UINT4, and 
UINT8. All subclasses have a constructor to create an object from an SECS-II hyte 
stream from the Equipment, for example INTI ( u,u:igned long Length, unsigned char 
• Jnt I ) . Except for ASCII and SLIST, all subclasses have an additi-onal constructor to 
create an object from a user-defined array, for example INTI ( unsigned long Length, 
long DataArray[J ). The single ASCII and SLIST constructors handle both types of 
object creation. 
With the exception of ASCII and SLIST, the SECSELEMENT subclasses each have two 
additional pieces of Member Data: data and ptr. Each is a pointer to a C language type 
of size appropriate to store the Item type from a SECS-II message, for example data and 
ptr would be of type (char •) for the INf-1 class. Uie data pointer will always point to 
the beginning of the object's Items in the computer's memory, while the ptr pointer will 
point to the object's "current" Item. As an example, consider a INT1 object with 5 
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Item.a; if lta.JlANfl(} hu boen called twice, the ·cuncnt· Item th.al ptr ~nu to will be 
the third hem. 
Each of the SECSELEMENT 1ubd1,w-1 override the b;vtt.1 Pt'rlttm () and 
striJ1gForMa1agt(} Member Functions of the SECSELEMENT cla.s5. Additionally. e~ch 
of the wbclau.cs will override one of the h(J.j Doublt(} I rttumDoublt(}. ha.1 Long() I 
~1"rnwng(). or JuuSrnng() I rtturnS1n·11g() Member Function pain. depending on the 
appropriate "flattened" type for the subclass. 
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I. SECSMUMGE CLASS 
SECS-II meaages from the ~uipmcnt or to the Equipment are represented u 
SECSMESSAGE objcct1. 
I. I Manbtt Data 
masag~FlaJ ii a ~nter to the SECS-II muuge u it would appar upon rcceip( from 
the Equipment or just prior to delivery to the Equipment. mt.S.Jagt[~ngth is the number 
of bytes in menagtf1ar. menagtTrtt is a pointer to the TREE version of mt.SJagtf1at. 
SECS-II messages received from the Equipment will be stored initially as mt.SJagtf1at, 
then converted to mt..SSagtTret for parsing. SECS-II messages to be sent to the 
Equipment will be built as me..ssagtTree, then converted to nu . ssagtf1at to be sent. 
There is also Member Data to store each piece of data for the SECS-II Header, such as 
Stream, Function, System Bytes, etc. 
8.2 Constructon 
There are three constructors for the SECSMESSAGE class: SECSM ESSA GE( unsigned 
char •Messageln, short L.ength ) and SECSMESSAGE( char ·FileName.) to create a 
SECSMESSAGE obje.ct from an incoming SECS-II message, and SECSMESSAGE( 
short Stream, sho,J Function, int Reply Required, TREE • TreePtr ) to create a 
SECSMESSAGE object to sen_d out to the Equipment. 
The SECSMESSAGE( unsigned char • Messageln, short Length ) constructor expects to 
receive a byte stream from the SECS-I interface. The SECSMESSAGE( char• FileName 
) constructor expects the name of a file that contains a binary copy of an actual SECS-II 
message. The OOSI has never communicated to piece of Equipment; the latter 
constructor was used for all incoming SECS-II messages. parseMessage() is called by 
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bocb incomina SECS-II meaagc coru.uucton co crarulonn chc incomina byte llream at 
1'VSSllftf14t to a TREE at m~nagtTrrt. 
The SECSMESSAGE( 1hort Strtam, short Function, inJ Rtpl,vRtquirtd, TREE •TrttPtr 
) corutrudor for outgoing SECS-II me.u.agc.1 cxpccu to receive Stream, Function, R-Bit, 
and a populated super-TREE. 
1.3 Mem.btt timcUom rcw lntttnal U• by SECSPtt 1':.SSA GE 
The buildMt.1Sagt{), add/um ToMt.J.Jagt(), apandMes.1agt(), and addS ECSh~ad~r() 
Member Functions arc ~d only hy the SECSMESSAGE clas.s, to huild SECS-II 
mess.a g cs. 
buildMe.s.sagt() transforms the TREE at mt..ssagtTret to a hyte stream at nu..ssagtf1at, in 
preparation for sending a SECS-II message to the Equipment. add/uni ToMe..ssagt() 
adds a single SECSELEMENT Item to an under-construction SECS-II message. 
expandMessage() dynamically allocates memory as required for an under-construction 
SECS-II mes.sage. addSECSHeader() breaks the Header-less SECS-II message into 256-
byte blocks, putting the Header on each block. 
8.4 Member Functions for SECSMESSAGE Client Use 
The sendMessage(), getSECSstream(), getSECSfunction(), and isPrimary() Member 
Functions are available for use by clients of -the SECSMESSAGE class. 
sendMessage() calls buildMessage(), then sends the SECS-II message to the Equipment. 
For this thesis, however, the message was written to a file. returnTree() returns a 
pointer to messageTree so that clients of SECSMESSAGE may traverse the TREE_, 
acce~ing and updating nodes as desired. getSECSstream() returns the Stream of the 
SECSMESSAGE object. geiSECSfunction() returns the Function of the 
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SECSMESSAOE objed. uPrimary() rcturru true if the SECSMESSAGE objoct ii 1 
Primary meu.age. and rctunu f 111.c othcrwuc. 
9. STllE.AM-nJNCTION C~ES 
The STREAMFUNC110N clua a.erve1 u a hue for all of the apcofic Suam-Functioo 
deuea, wch u S1Fl, S2F2.3, S6F9, etc. A ,pccific Stream-Function chw (such u SlFl) 
may a,crvc u a base for a customized Stream-Function clas.s (such .u S 1 Fl C) ~ould the 
DASA programmer choose to build the customized clliS. fi1rurr 22 is an example 
showing which Member Functions within classe.s STREAMFUNCTION and S 1 Fl would 
be used to build the customized S 1 Fl C class. 















Figure 22. Member Functions that Build Customized S 1 Fl C Class 
Member Functions sendPrimary(), sendSecondary(), primary Update(), and 
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~Upd'11.r() are declared in STREAMFUNCTlON u v;muJJ, me.anina char they 
mmt be defined in STREAMFUNcnON and they may be ovtrriddLn in ,ubclauc1 of 
STREAMFUNcnON. A wbclua ovcrride:1 a Member Function of a wpcrcla.u by 
redefining what the Member Function doe&~ the purpcll,C of the rcdcfinitioo is to more 
d01Cly tailor the Member Function to the needs of the subcla.u. 
In a CUllomizcd Stream-Function cla.u, thc.s.c four Member Functions carry out the 
following activities: 
• stndPrimary() - build a Primary SECS-II message and send it to the Equipment. 
• stndS.tcondi.Jry() - in re.spons.c to a Primary mess.age received fron1 the Equipment, 
build a Secondary SECS-II mess.age and send it to the Equipment. 
• primaryUpdi.ltt(} - cull information from a Primary message received from the 
Equipment, update the DASA, and if a reply is required, call the stndSecondary() 
Member Function. 
• secondiJryUpdiJte() - cull information from a Secondary message received from the 
Equipment and update the D ASA. 
Because the activities will vary depending on the· specific Stream-Function, these four 
Mem_ber Functions are defined to do nothing in STREAMFUNCTION, except that 
sendSecondiJry() builds and returns a Function O of the appropriate Stream to terminate 
the conversation with the Equipment. 
The buildPrimaryUpdiJte() and buildSecondaryUpdiJte() Member Functions are used to 
build the primaryUpdiJte() and secondaryUpdate() Member Functions for a customized 
Stream-Function class. buildPrimaryUpdate() and buildSecondaryUpdate() may be 
defined at the general STREAMFUNCTION class level because they are driven by 
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SECS-II mcuagca received fron, the ~uipmcnt; the 1pcdfic llructurc detail ii contained 
in thOIC meu.agea. 
The bwjJ~ndPrinuJry() and buil&ndS~condary() Member Fune1ioo.1 arc wed to build 
the J~ndPrimtJry() and 1t11dS~co11dtJry() Member Functions for a oatomiz.cd Stream-
Functioo cla.u. buildS-t11dPrin1ary() and buildStndStcondary() mwt be defined at the 
specific Stream-Function clas.s level because the U.\.Cr-prompting is h~d upon a TREE 
Model that differs from one Stream-Function to another. 
9.1 STREA~flil.JNCTION Mtm~r Dau 
primary is a pointer to a SECMESSAGE~ it is where the Primary SECS-II mc55.age will 
he stored. secondary is where the SECS-II Secondary me~ge response to the Primary 
will be saved. secondary is also a pointer .to SECSMESSAGE. 
lnd~nt is a char string that is globally available within the STREAMFUNCTION class 
for indentation of SECSELEMENT prompts during interaction with the DASA 
programmer. To keep the same "look and Jee I" as within the SEMI Specification, t_he 
prompt indents are increased when going down a TREE and decreased when going up a 
TREE. lndentCnt and lndentlnc are used to "keep track of the current indentation ·and 
the amount to increase indentation when going up or down a TREE level,. respectively. 
class File, dee/File, and code File are pointers to files where the customized Member 
Functions are built and stored. 
9.2 STREAMFUNCTION Constructors 
STREAMFUNCTION() creates an object with primary and secondary pointing to 
NULL. STREAM FUNCTION( SECSMESSAGE • SECSmess ) creates an object with 
either primary or secondary pointing to the passed SECSM.ESSAGE, depending on 
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whether the SECSMESSAOE ii a Primary or Secondary. 
t.J Meabtt h.Dc&m ror llltcnw U• by STRE.AP.tt'"UNCTION 
The bwJd U pdJJU (), MptUllt T rtt Walk () , "PtUJIL Prompt Ustr(), b"il~nd(), 
stndTn~Walk(), and stndPromptUstr(}, indLnlMort(}, and indLntl~.11() Member 
Functions arc used only by STREAMFUNCCTON ohjccu. 
b"ildUpdAtt() lS atllcd hy b"iJdPrimaryUpdtJtt() and b"ildStcondtJryUpdtJtt(). 
buildUpdAlt() calls updtJttTrttWalk(), passing a pointer to the super-TREE version of 
the received SECS-II message as an argument. updattTrreH'alk() is a recursi~·t Member 
Function that vis.its each node on the super-TREE. updattTrttVralk() calls 
updiJuPromptUJer() at each super-TREE node to prompt the DASA programmer for 
action. 
In a fashion similar to the above. bui/(/.StndPrin1ary() and buildSendSecondary() call 
buildSend(), which calls sendTreeWalk(), which calls sendPromptUser(). The result is 
that the DASA programmer is prompted through a Model TREE (defined at and passed 
as an argument from a specific Stream-Function class), and a sendPrimary() or 
sendSecondary() Member Function is built for a custom Stream-Function class. 
indentMore() and indentLess() are used to change the indenting level of the prompts to 
the DASA programmer as the super-TREE is descended or ascended. 
9.4 .Specific Stream-Function Classes 
For the sake of illustration, the OOSI contains three specific Stream-Function classes: 
SlFl, S2F'23, and S6F9. A marketabl~ OOSI would have to include specific Stream-
Function classes for all possible Stream-Functions. 
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t.S Cataahed Stnaa-hadioa Oessrt 
The throe cUllomiud Stre.am-Functioo clauea were built for the OOSI: SJFJC, 
S2P23C, and S6f9C. No cuiromiud Stream-Function cleue, would be delivered with a 
real-world OOSI, theJ.C claue, arc lo be built by the DASA programmer. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
The purpol,C of the Object-Oriented SECS-II Interface (OOSI) prc.scntcd in thi1 work ii 
lo cue the development of wftwarc lo interpret and build SECS-II mc-U.1gc.1 for a given 
ptece of &emicooductor Equipment. 
The OOSI supplies a framework oo which to build Equipment-,pccific Data Automatioo 
Software Applic.ation.s (DASA '1). and also provides tools that huild Memhcr Functions 
tailored to handle the Equipment's SECS-II mc.s.sage.s. Tne tailoring proccs..\ is 
accomplished by leading the DASA programmer through every SECS-II message that 
the Equipment may send or receive. and prompting for specifics regarding each part of 
the message. 
Future enhancements of th·e OOSI might include: further simplification of the message-
tailoring process hy use of a graphical user interface and a mouse, integration of 
database commands into the tailored Member Functions as a means for storage and 
retrieval of the SECS-II data, and a high-level State-Event clas.s as an alternative to the 




SEMI Eqalpmmt AatomaUoa / Softw~ Standardl. Scmicooductor Equipment and 
Materials International. 1 m. 
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Thia appendix contairu printouts of the .oorce code for the Object-oriented SECS-II 
Interlace (OOSI). The printouu arc ordered u folloWI: 
• Example m1hu. Named r,uJm.cpp, maml.cpp, main.2.cpp, and main.J.cpp, thes,c arc 
ahort example programs that use the OOSI clau.c,. The commcnu withing each 
program exp.Jain the function of the program. 
• <Aottal btadtt rues. Filc.s cu..rtom. h, da.samac. h, mt.J.Jagt.1. h, Jtc.st_','pt. h are general 
header files used hy many of the OOSI clas.s.cs. 
• Clut nl·N. Each clas.s consists of two files: a declaration file (e.g., ascii.h), and a 
definition file (e.g., ascii.cpp). The clas.s files are alphabetized hy class name. 
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This version of main ie a mini-DASA. 
Two type of Primary messages are expected from the 
Equipment: Sl-Fl and S6-F9. Specific Secondary 
messages are sent in response to these. Generic S7-FO 
Secondaries are sent in reeponee to all other Pri..m&ry 
messages. 
This DASA sends a S2-F23 to the Equipment when it 
gets a Sl-Fl. Thie STREAMFUNCTION ie put on a LIST, 
awaiting the Secondary reply from the Equipment. If 
the reply comes, the S2F23C object ie removed from 
the LIST. When the user quite out of thia DASA, all 
"orphaned" Primary meeeagee sent to the Equipment are 
reported. 




















































































Thia version ot main ie a mini-DASA. 
Two type ot Primary meaeagee are expected from the 
Equipment: Sl-Fl and S6-F9. Specific Secondary 
meeeagee are sent in reeponae to these. Generic S?-FO 
Secondaries are sent in response to all other Primary 
meeeagee. 
Thie DASA sends a S2-F23 to the Equipment when it 
gets a Sl-Fl. Thie STREAMFUNCTION is put on a LIST, 
awaiting the Secondary reply from the Equipment. If 
the reply comes, the S2F23C object is removed from 
the LIST. When the user quite out of this DASA, all 
"orphaned" Primary messages sent to the Equipment are 
reported. 





















































ma in ( ) 
{ 
SECSMESSAGE •Incoming, •Outgoing; 








LIST to store Primary meaeagea sent to Equipment. 
Secondary meeaagea from the Equipment will be compared 
to thia LIST: if their Primary is not on the LIST they 
will be thrown away, if their Primary is on the LIST 
they will update the DASA & the STREAMFUNCTION will be 





sf!terator c (List!terator &) sfList.inititer~tor(); 
stream, function; 
char fileName[80]; 
while( 1 ) { 
/* 
** Prompt user for incoming SECS-I~ message. 
*/ 
cout << "\nEnter filename for incoming SECS-II message"<< 
" ( 'q' to quit) ==> " << flush; 
cin >> fileNcl:flle; 
if ( ( strlen( fileNarne) == 1 && 















































If the uaer did not type 'q' for QUIT, 
deal with incoming SECS-II meaaage in a 
manner depending on what Stream-Function it ia. 
Incoming• new SECSMESSAGE( fileName ); 
stream= Incoming->getSECSstream(); 
function= Incoming->getSECSfunction(); 
if ( Incoming->isPrimary() ) { 
/* 
** Primary messages received from Equipment. 
*/ 
if (stream=• 1 && function== 1 ) { 
/* 
** Create SlFlC object, send the 
** Secondary message, delete the 
** STREAMFUNCTION. 
*/ 




** Create S2F23C object, send it to the 
** Equipment, and add it to the LIST of 
** outstanding Primary messages. 
*/ 
Outgoing= new SECSMESSAGE( "_s2f23" ); 
streamFunction = new S2F23C( Outgoing); 
streamFunction->s.endPrirnary (); 
sfList.add( (Object &) *streamFunction ) ; 












































Create S6F9C object, send the 
Secondary message, delete the 
STREAMP'UNCTION . 











Create generic STREAMFUNCTION object, 
send the Secondary message, delete the 
STREAMFUNCTION. 










~econdary messages received from Equipment. 
Look for the matching Primary message on the 
LIST. 
sfiterator = (Listiterator &)sfList~initlterator(.); 
while( sflterator) { 
sf Saved = ( STREAMFUNCTION *)&.((Object & ) ( sf Iterator)); 
if ( sfSaved->getStream() == stream && 
afSaved->getSecondaryFunction() ==function) { 

















































The matching Primary ia found, 
update the DASA & remove the 
STREAMFUNCTION from the LIST . 
•/ 
afSav&d->eecondaryUpdate()1 
efLiet. deetroy ( (Object & ) •etSave-d ) ; 
break; 
{ 
Thie STREAMFUNCTION did not match; 
go to the next item on the LIST. 
sf Iterator++; 
} 
** Print out "orphaned" Primary messages still on the 
** List .of SECS-II mes~ages: 
*/ 
sfiterator = (Listiterator &)sfList.inititerator(); 
while( sflterator) { 
} 
sfSaved = (STRE~FUNCTION *)&((Object &)(sfiterator)); 
sfSaved->printOn( cout ); 
sf Iterator++; 
exit ( 0 ) ; 
I 





































23 main () 
24 { 
Thie version ot main simply accepts incOC'Ding SECS-II 
messages and prints out their structure and contents. 



























while( 1 ) 
/* 
{ 
** Prompt user for incoming SECS-II message. 
*/ 
cout << "\nEnter filename for incoming SECS-II message"<< 
" ('q' to quit)==>"<< flush; 
°' ...J 























cin >> fileNa.me; 
if ( ( etrlen( fileName ) •• 1 && 
} 
else 








If the user did not type 'q' for QUIT, 
create a new SECSMESSAGE object, print it 
to COUT, then delete the object. 
*/ 
Incoming= new SECSMESSAGE( fileName ); 
Incoming->printOn( cout ); 
delete Incoming; 
} 
exit( 0 ); 
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/• 
•• Thie version of main accepte incoming SECS-II 
•• and prompt& the user to build the appropriate 
















































































































cout << "\nEnter filename for incoming SECS-II message·<< 
• ('q' to quit) ••> "<< flueh; 
cin >> fileNa.me; 
if ( ( strlen( fileName ) ... 1 && 
} 













If the user did not type 'q' for QUIT, 
create a new SECSMESSAGE object, create a 
STREAMFUNCTION object from it, then call 
the appropriate "build*Update() Member 
Function to prompt the user to build a 
Member Function. 
Incoming= new SECSMESSAGE( fileName ); 
atrearnFunction = new STREAMFUNCTION( Incoming); 






Send S?-FO so to end conversation with 
the Equipment. 
atrearnFunction->aendSecondary{); 













































































Thia version of main prompt& the user to: 
- buildSendPrimary() for S1Fl & S2F23, and 
- buildSendSecondary() for S1Fl & S6F9. 
For a full-fledged production system, the user 
would have to be prompted for all Stream-Functions 
that the Host could IX)Beibly send to the Equiixnent . 















streamFunction - new S2F23(); 
.....J 
N 






















etreamFunction = new S6F9(); 
etrea.mFunction->buildSendSecondary(); 
delete etreamFunction; 
exit( 0 ); 
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l 
2 • • @(l)cuetom.h 13.5 9/19/91 
J • I 
4 




















































































#define ASCII ITEM 
#define BINARY ITEM 
#define BOOLEAN ITEM 
#define INTl ITEM 
#define INT2 ITEM 
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35 #define INT4 ITEM 034 
-
36 #define INT8 ITEM 030 
-37 #define FLOAT4 ITEM 044 
-38 #define FLOATS ITEM 040 
-39 #define LIST ITEM 000 
-
40 #define UINTl ITEM 051 
-41 #define UINT2 ITEM 052 
-
42 #define UINT4 ITEM 054 
-43 #define UINT8 ITEM 050 
-
44 
45 #define ASCII BYTES l 
-46 #define BINARY BYTES l 
-47 #define BOOLEAN BYTES l 
-48 #define INTl BYTES l 
-49 #define INT2 BYTES 2 
.....J 
-
.l:i,,. 50 #define INT4 BYTES 4 
-51 #define INT8 BYTES 8 
-52 #define FLOAT4 BYTES 4 
53 #define FLOATS BYTES 8 
54 #define LIST BYTES 0 
-55 #define UINTl dYTES 1 
-56 #define UINT2 BYTES 2 
-57 #define UINT4 BYTES 4 










































Macros needed by cuetocnized 5-F Claeaea. 
@(l)daearnac.h 
#define TREE PTR 
#define TREE ROOT 






#define SEPTR ((SECSELEMENT *) TREE_PTR->nodeAddr()) 
#define MOVE DOWN 





TREE PTR = TREE_PTR->rnoveDown() 
TREE PTR c TREE_PTR->rnoveUp() 
TREE PTR = TREE_PTR->rnoveRight(x) 
TREE PTR = TREE PTR->rnoveLeft(x) 
TREE_PTR = TREE_PTR->addChild(x) 
*new TREE(x) 
#define ADD_ASCIIX(x,y) *new ASCII(x,y) 
#define ADD_ASCII(x,y) ADD_CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD_ASCIIX(x,y))) 
#define ADD_BINARYX(x,y) *new BINARY(x,y) 
#define ADD_BINARY(x,y) ADD_CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD_BINARYX(x,y))) 
#define ADD_BOOLEANX(x,y) *new BOOLEAN(x,y) 
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35 
36 
#define ADD_BOOLEAN(x,y) ADD_CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD_BOOLEANX(x,y))) 
37 #define ADD_FLOAT4X(x,y) •new FLOAT4(x,y) 
38 #define ADD FLOAT4(x,y) ADD CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD FLOAT4X(x,y))) 
39 
40 ldefine ADD_FLOAT8X(x,y) •new FLOAT8(x,y) 























ADD CHILD( ADD NODE( ADD_INTlX(x,y·))) 
•new INT2(x,y) 
ADD CHILD( ADD NODE( ADD_INT2X(x,y))) 
*new INT4(x,y) 
ADD CHILD( ADD NODE( ADD_INT4X(x,y))) 
*new INT8(x,y) 
ADD_CHILD( ADD NODE( ADD_INT8X(x,y))) 
55 #define ADD_UINTlX(x,y') *new UINTl(x,y) 
56 #define ADD_ UINTl ( x, y) ADD .CHILD ( ADD _NODE ( ADD UINTlX ( x, y))) 
57 
58 #define ADD_UINT2X(x,y) *new UINT2(x,y) 
59 #define. ADD_UINT2(x,y) ADD_CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD_UINT2X(x,y))) 
60 
61 #define ADD_UINT4X(x,y) *new UINT4(x,y) 
62 #define ADD_UINT4(x,y) ADD_CHILD( ADD~NODE( ADD_UINT4X(x,y))) 
63 
64 #define ADD_UINT8X(x,y) *new UINT8(x,y) 
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69 #define ADD LIST .\ND MOVEDOWN(x) 
- - -
ADD_CHILD( ADD_NODE( ADD_LIST(x)));S!T_CHT(x) 
....J 
00 
Nov 24 10:43 1991 messages.h Paga l 
l /• 
2 •• Contains all includes 
3 •• 
4 •• @(l)meseagee.h 13.6 
5 •/ 
6 #include <strfunc.h> 
7 #include <slfl.h> 
8 #include <alflc.h> 
9 #include <a2f23.h> 
10 #include <a2f23c.h> 
11 #include <s6f9.h> 
12 #include <s6f9c.h> 
necessary for SECSMESSAGE client Classes. 
11/24/91 
Aug 26 17109 1991 aecatype.h Pagel 
l /• 
2 •• Containe all includes necessary tor SECSEL£KENT Claas and it• 
3 •• eubclaaeea. 
4 •• 
5 •• @(l)eecetype.h 13.l 8/26/91 
6 •/ 
7 #include <eeceelem.h> 
8 #include <aecii.h> 
9 #include <binary.h> 
10 #include <boolean.h> 
11 #include <float4.h> 
12 #include <float8.h> 
13 #include <intl.h> 
14 #include <int2.h> 
15 #include <int4.h> 
....J 16 #include <int8.h> \Q 
17 #include <slist.h> 
18 #include <uintl.h> 
19 #include <uint2.h> 
20 #include <uint4.h> 
21 #include <uint8.h> 
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l 


































hasStr ing ( ) ; 
*returhString(); 
printOn( ostream& ) const; 
00 
...... 

















































ASCII::ASCII( unsigned long Length, char *Aacii ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "ASCII", aaciiClase ) { 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data c new char(length+l]; 
atrncpy( data, Aacii, length); 
data(length]: '\0'; 
itemCode = ASCII ITEM; 
ASCII: : -ASCII ( ) { 
delete data; 
} ; 
short ASCII::bytesPeritem() { 
return ASCII BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *ASCII:: stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
·~ 









































i, i temLength i 
headerLength; 
Create apace to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
itemLength 2 thie->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char[itemLength); 





Get the Item Header and put it 1n the 
return string. 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
memcpy ( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLe.ngth ) ; 





Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data in. 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
strncpy( (char*) ptrOut, data, length); 
return ptrSave; 
int ASCII::hasString() { 
return 1; 
} ; 
char *ASCII: : returnString () { 
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69 return data; 
70 }; 
71 
72 void ASCII: :printOn( ostream& outputStream) canst { 
7 3 outputStrearn << '<' << thie->narneOf () << " ' .. << data << "' >" << flush; 
74 }; 
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l 
2 •• claaa: BINARY DECLARATIONS 
3 •• 










unsigned char •data; 
unsigned char •ptr; 
11/12/91 
{ 
12 BINARY( unsigned long Length, unsigned char •Binary ); 





















printOn( oatream&} conat; 
00 
VI 






































class: BINARY MEMBER FUNCTIONS 









BINARY:: BINARY ( unsigned long Length, unsigned char ·•Binary ) 
} ; 
SECSELEM.ENT( "BINARY", binaryClass) { 
length= remainingBytes ~ Length; 
data: ptr: new unsigned char(length); 
itemCode = BINARY ITEM; 
memcpy( data, Binary, length); 
BINARY::BINARY( unsigned long Items, long DataArray(] ) : 
SECSELEMENT( "BINARY", binaryClass) { 
int i; 
length= remainingBytes - Items* BINARY BYTES; 
data= ptr = new unsigned char(length]; 
itemCode = BINARY ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < length; i++) { 
data(i] = (unsigned char) DataArray(i]; 
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35 } 
36 } ; 
37 
38 BINARY::-BINARY() { 
39 delete data; 





return BINARY BYTES; 
44 } ; 
45 
{ 
unsigned char *BINARY: :stringForMessage() 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 




























Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char[itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** 
Get the Item Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
*/ 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
/* 
i temHeader ) ; 
00 
....J 







































Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data in. 
ptrOUt +• headerLength; 
for ( i • O; i < length; i++ ) { 
•ptrOut++ c data(i); 
} 
return ptrSave; 
int BINARY: : hasLong () { 
} ; 
remainingBytes E length; 
ptr::: data; 
return 1; 
long BINARY: : returnLong ( ) { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
} 
cerr << "BINARY: trying to get .data after end of contents" << endl; 




long tmp = (long) *ptr; 
ptr += BINARY BYTES; 
remainingBytes -:-= BINARY BYTES; 
return tmp; 
void BINARY::printOn( ostrearn& outputStream) canst { 
int i, perLine = 0; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 












114 } ; 
for { i • O; i < length; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStrea.m.width{ 3 ); 
out pu t S t re am . t i 11 { ' ' ) ; 
{ 
outputStream.eetf{ ioe: :right, ioe: :adjuatfield ); 
outputStrearn <<hex<< {int) data(i); 
} 
if ( perLine >~ 16) { 
perLine m O; 
outputStrearn << endl; 
} 
outputStream << "'>" << flush; 







class: BOOLEAN - DECLARATIONS 







class BOOLEAN : public SECSELEMENT 
protected: 




12 BOOLEAN( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Boolean); 





















printOn( ostream& ) const; 







class: BOOLEAN - KEKBER ~UNCTIONS 
•• @(l)boolean.cpp 13.6 
5 • / 
6 
7 #include <stdlib.h> 
8 #include <ioatream.h> 
9 #include <object.h> 
10 #include <clstypea.h> 
11 #include <custom.h> 
12 #include <secselem.h> 
13 #include <boolean.h> 
14 
11/12/91 
15 BOOLEAN::BOOLEAN( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Boolean ) 










length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr c new unsigned char[length]; 
itemCode = BCX>LEAN ITEM; 
for ( i = 0; i < length; i ++ ) { 




28 BOOLEAN::BOOLEAN( unsigned long Items, long DataArray[) ) : 
29 SECSELEMENT( "BOOLEAN", booleanClass) { 





length= remainingBytes =Items* BOOLEAN BYTES; 
data= ptr = new unsigned char(length]; 
itemCode = BOOLEAN_ITEM; 
'-D 
-




































for ( i • O; i < length; i++ ) { 
data[i) • (unsigned char) DataArray[i); 
} 
BOOLEAN: : - BOOLEAN ( ) { 
delete data; 
} ; 
short BOOLEAN: : byteePer I tern ( } { 
return BOOLEAN BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *BOOLEAN::etringForMeesage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
long i, itemLength; 
short headerLength; 
l* 
•• Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
•• version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char[itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
*/ 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
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Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data in. 
79 
•/ 
ptrOUt +• headerLength; 
for ( i • O; i < length; i++ ) { 
*ptrOUt++: data[i]; 
} 
80 return ptrSave; 
81 } ; 
82 
83 int BOOLEAN::hasLong() { 
8.4 remainingBytes = length; 
85 ptr = data; 
86 return l; 
87 } ; 
88 
89 long BOOLEAN:: returnLong () { 
90 if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
91 cerr << "BOOLEAN: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 
92 exit( 1 ); 
9.3 } 
94 else { 
95 long tmp = (long) *ptr; 
96 ptr += BOOLEAN BYTES; 
97 remainingBytes -= BCX)LEAN BYTES; 




102 void BCX)LEAN::printOn( ostream& outputStream) const { 
















118 } ; 
int 
char 
i, perLine • O; 
booleanValue; 
outputStream << '<' << thie->narneOf(); 
for ( i • O; i < length; i++, perLine++ 
booleanValue • ( (int) data [ i J c= 0 
outputStream << " "<< booleanValue; 




outputStream << endl; 
outputStream << ">"<<flush; 
{ 
? 'F' 'T'; 
\() 
~ 







































FLOAT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char •Float4 ); 











printOn( ostream& ) canst; 
'° VI 



































•• cl a a a : P'LO.A T 4 KEHBER P'UNCTIONS 
•• 




#include < ioetrea.m. h> 
#include <object.h> 




FLOAT4::FLOAT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Float4 ) : 
SECSELEMENT( "FLOAT4", float4Class) { 
short i, j , k, i terns :c:: Length / FLOAT4 BYTES; 
unsigned char •reverseFloat; 
length: remainingBytes = Length; 
data~ ptr ~ new float[itema]; 
itemCode = FLOAT4 ITEM; 
for ( i :c:: O; i < items; i++ ') { 
/* 
** Point to byte after end of currerit FLOAT4 . in 
** input byte stream. We' 11 get bytes in reverse 
** order from the byte stream. 
*/ 
Float4 += sizeof(float); 
reverseFloat - (unsigned char*) &data(i]; 
for ( j = O; j < sizeof(float); j++ ) { 
'° 
°' 










































•revereeFloat++ • •--Float4; 
Point to byte after end of current FLOAT4 in 
input byte stream. 
Float4 +c sizeof(float); 
FLOAT4: :FLOAT4( unsigned long Items, double DataArray() ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "FLOAT4", float4Claes ) { 
short 1; 
length c remainingBytes •Items* FLOAT4 BYTES; 
data E ptr = new float(Items); 
itemCode = FLOAT4 ITEM; 
fo~ ( i = O; i < Items; i++ ) { 
data[i] = (float) DataArray(i]; 
} 




short FLOAT4::bytesPeritem() { 
return FLOAT4 BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *FLOAT4::stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader, *reverseFloat; 
\C) 
.....J 










































Create apace to return the "SECS Message ready· 
version of this item. 
itemLength = this->lengthinMeesage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength); 




Get the Item Header and put it 1n the 
return string. 
item.Header= thia->getitemHeader( &headerLength, item.Header); 
memcpy( ptrOut, iternHeader, headerLength ); 





Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data 1n. 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
items~ length/ FLOAT4 BYTES; 





Point to byte after end of cuirent FLOAT4 in 
output byte stream. 
ptrOut += sizeof(float); 
reverseFloat = (unsigned char*) &data[i·J; 
for ( j ~ O; j < sizeof(float); j++) { 
*--ptrOut = *reverseFloat++; 
'C) 
00 








































Point to byte after end of current FLOAT4 in 
output byte stream . 
ptrOut +• eizeof(float); 
return ptrSave; 
int FLOAT4: :hasDouble() { 
remainingBytes • length; 
ptr m data; 
return 1; 
} ; 
double FLOAT4::returnDouble() { 
if ( remainingBytes <s O ) { 
} 
cerr << "FLOAT4: trying ·to get data after end of contents"<< end!; 




double tmp = (double) *ptr; 
ptr += FLOAT4 BYTES; 
remainingBytes -= FLOAT4 BYTES; 
return tmp; 
void FLOAT4::print0n( oetream& outputStream) conet { 
/* 
** Although this "float" type (in BORLAND C++) can 
** apparently accomodate more than the usual range 

























ot ( le-37 to le37 ], numbere outside ot thie 
range will be printed ae ·o· when using the C++ 
Stream etuff. Ueing C'a "\e· will ehow the actual 
•• value. 
•/ 
int 1, perLine • O; 
int itema = length/ FLOAT4 BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( i c: 0 ; i < i t em a ; i + + , per L in e + + ) 
outputStream <<" "<< data[i]; 
if ( perLine >= 4 ) { 
perLine ::: O; 
outputStream << endl; 
} 
} 










































FLOATS( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Floats ); 
FLOATS( unsigned long Items, double DataArray( J ); 
-FLOATS(); 
short byteaPeritem (); 
unsigned char •etringForMeaeage(); 
int haeDouble(); 
double returnDouble(); 
virtual void printOn( ostrearn& ) c.onst; 
-0 
-















































class: FLOATS MEMBER FUNCTIONS 










FLOAT8::FLOAT8( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Floats ) : 
SECSELEMENT( "FLOATS", float8Class ) { 
short i, j, k, items= Length/ FLOATS BYTES; 
unsigned char •reverseFloat; 
if ( sizeof(double) != FLOAT8_BYTES ) { 
} 
cerr << "FLOATS: C++ type does not match length of FLOATS"<< endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ·ptr = new double[items); 
itemCode = "FLOATS ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
/* 
** Point to byte after end of current FLOATS in 
** input byte stream. We'll get bytes in reverse 
..... 
s 





































•• order from the byte etrea.m. 
•/ 
Float8 +• FLOATS BYTES; 
revereeFloat : (unsigned char•) &data(i); 






•reverseFloat++ • •--Float8; 
Point to byte after end of current FLOATS in 
input byte stream. 
Float8 += FLOATS BYTES; 
FLOATS:: FLOATS ( unsigned long Items, double Dat·aArray [ ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "FLOATS", floatSClase ) { 
short i; 
if ( sizeof(double) 1= FLOATS BYTES ) { 
cerr << "FLOATS: C++ type does not match length of FLOATS"<< endl; 
~xit ( 1 ) ; 
} 
length= remainingBytes =Items* FLOATS BYTES; 
data= ·ptr = new double[Items]; 
itemCode = FLOATS ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < Items; i++) { 










































short FLOATB::byteePeritem() { 
return FLOATS BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *FLOAT8::stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader, *reverseFloat; 






Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
itemLength ~ this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength); 





Get the Item Header and put it in the 
return string. 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, ~temHe~der ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
/* 
** Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
** then copy the data in. 
1! I 
ptrOut += heade~Length; 
-..:. 
j2 




































iteme •length/ FLOATB_BYTES; 






Point to byte after end of current FLOATS in 
output byte stream. 
ptrOut +• FLOATB_BYTES; 
reverseFloat = (unsigned char•) &data[i); 







Point to byte after end of current FLOATS in 
output byte stream. 
ptrOut += FLOATS BYTES; 
return ptrSave; 
int FLOAT8::haeDouble() { 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return l; 
} ; 
double FLOAT8::returnDouble() { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
} 
cerr << "FLOATS: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
else { 
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137 ptr +• FLOATB_BYTES; 
138 remainingBytes -• FLOATS BYTES; 
139 return tmp; 
140 } 






















1., perLine = O; 
items= length/ FLOAT8_BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << thie->nameOf(); 
for ( 1. = O; 1. < items; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStream <<" "<< data(i]; 
if ( perLine >= 4) { 
perLine = O; 
outputStream << endl; 
} 
} 








class: INTl DECLARATIONS 
4 •• @(l)intl.h 13.5 11/12/91 
5 •/ 
6 
7 class INTl : public SECSELEMENT { 
8 protected: 
9 char •data; 
10 char 
11 public: 
12 INTl( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Intl ); 





















printOn( oetrearn& ) canst; 
-0 
.....J 

















































INTl::INTl( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Intl ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "INTl", intlClass ) { 
int 1.; 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data E ptr E new char(length]; 
itemCode = INTl ITEM; 
for ( i = 0; i < length; i ++ ) { 
data[i] = *Intl++; 
} 
INTl::INTl( unsigned long Items, long DataArray() ) : 
SECSELEMENT ( "INTl", intlClass ) .{ 
int i-; 
length= remainingBytes =Items* INTl~BYTES; 
data= ptr = new char(length]; 
itemCode = INTl ITEM; 
-a 
00 




































tor ( i • O; i < length; i++ ) { 





short I NTl: : bytesPer I tern ( ) { 
return INTl BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *INTl::stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
long i, itemLength; 
short headerLength; 
/* 
** Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
** version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength); 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
*/ 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 







































delete( itemHeader ); 
•• 
• • 
Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data in . 
} ; 
•/ 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
for ( i == O; i < length; i++ ) { 
*ptrOut++ = data[i]; 
} 
return ptrSave; 
int INTl::hasLong() { 
} ; 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return 1; 
long INTl::returnLong() { 
if ( remainingBytea <= 0) { 
cerr << "INTl: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 





long tmp = (long) *ptr; 
ptr += INTl BYTES; 
remainingBytes -= INTl BYTES; 
return tmp; 





















119 } ; 
int i, perLine • O; 
outputStream << '<' << thie->nameO!(); 
!or ( i .._ O; i < length; i••, perLine•• { 
} 
outputStream.width( 5 ); 
outputStrea.m.fill( ' ); 
outputStream.eetf ( ioe: :right, ioe: :adjustfield ) ; 
outputStream <<dee<< (int) data[i]; 
if ( perLine >= 10 ) { 
perLine :c O; 
outputStream << endl; 
} 









.5 • / 
6 
c lase: INT2 DECLARATIONS 
@(l)int2.h 13. 5 11/12/91 









12 INT2( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int2 ); 
13 INT2( unsigned long Items, long DataArray[ J ); 




















printOn( ostrearn& ) const; 
-
-N 














































INT2::INT2( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int2 ) : 
} ; 
SECSELEHENT( "INT2", int2Claas ) { 
int i, j, items= Length/ INT2 BYTES; 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr = new short[items]; 
itemCode = INT2 ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
} 
data[i] = O; 
for ( j = O; j < sizeof(short); j++, Int2++ ) 
data[i] = (data(iJ << 8) + *.Irit2; 
} 
INT2: : INT2. ( unsigned long Items, long DataArray [ J ) : 










































length• remainingBytee • Iteme • INT2 BYTES; 
data• ptr • new ehort[Iteme]; 
itemCode • INT2 ITEM; 
for ( i • 0 ; i < I t em e ; i + + ) { 





short INT2: :bytesPeritem() { 
return INT2 BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *INT2::stringForMeeeage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
long i, items, item.Length; 
short headerLength; 
/* 
** Create apace to return the "SECS Message ready" 
** version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item -Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
-
-~ 





































item.Header• thie->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
merncpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
/• 
** Point to first byte of actual data to be returneq, 
•• then copy the data in. 
•/ 
ptrOut +c headerLength; 
items c length/ INT2_BYTES; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
} 
*ptrOut++ = data[i] >> 8 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = data[i] & OxFF; 
return ptrSave; 
int INT2: : hasLong ( ) { 
} ; 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return l; 
long INT2::returnLong() { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0 ) { 
} 
cerr << "INT2: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
els·e { 
long tmp = (long) *ptr; 
ptr++; 
rema.iningBytes -= INT2_BYTES; 
-
-V, 
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int i, perLine c O; 
int items= length/ INT2 BYTES; 
outputStrearn << '<' << thie->na.meOf(); 
for ( i = O; 1 < items; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStream <<" "<<dee<< data(i); 
if ( perLine >= 10) { 
} 
perLine = O; 
outputStream << endl; 
119 } 
120 
121 outputStream << ">"<<flush; 
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1 






7 class INT4 : public SECSELEM.ENT { 
8 protected: 
9 long •data; 
10 long •ptr; 
11 public: 
11/12/91 
12 INT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int4 ); 
13 INT4( unsigned long Items, long DataArray[ J ); 
14· -INT4(); 
15 















printOn( ostream& ) canst; 
--
.....J 















































INT4::INT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int4 ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT{ "INT4", int4Class ) { 
int i, j, items= Length/ INT4 BYTES; 
length= remainingBytes c Length; 
data= ptr = new long(items); 
itemCode = INT4 ITEM; 
for { i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
data(i] = O; 
} 
for { j = O; j < sizeof(long); j++, Int4++ } 
data[i] = (data[i] << 8) + *Int4; 
} 
INT4::INT4( unsigned long Items, long DataArray(J ) : 










































length• remainingBytee • Iterne • INT4 BYTES; 
data• ptr • new long(Items]; 
itemCode • INT4 ITEM; 
tor ( i • O; i < Items; i++ { 





short INT4: :bytesPeritem() { 
return INT4 BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *INT4::stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char •itemHeader; 
long i, items, itemLength; 
short headerLength; 
/* 
** Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
** version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthlnMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item Header and put it in the 









































i temHeader • thie->get I temHeader ( &headerI,ength, i temHeader ) i 
merncpy( ptrOut, item.Header, headerLength ); 




Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data 1n. 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
items= length/ INT4_BYTES; 
for ( i = 0; i < it ems; i + + } { 
} 
•ptrOut++ c data(i] >> 24 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ c data(i] >> 16 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = data(i] >> 8 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = data(i] & OxFF; 
return ptrSave; 
int I~T4::hasLong() { 
} ; 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return l; 
long INT4::returnLong() { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0 ) { 
} 
cerr << "INT4: trying -to get data after end ot contents"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
else { 
long tmp = *ptr; 
-t...J 
0 




remainingBytee -• INT4 BYTES; 
105 return tmp; 
106 } 













void INT4: :printOn( oetream& outputStream) const 
int 
int 
i, perLine = O; 
items= length/ INT4_BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( i c O; i < items; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStrea.m <<" "<<dee<< data(i]; 
if ( perLine >= 10) { 
perLine = O; 




123 outputStrearn << ">"<<flush; 
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/• 1 
2 •• class: INT8 DECLARATIONS 
J •• 
4 •• @(l)int8.h 1 3. 4 
5 •/ 
6 
7 class INT8 : public SECSELEMENT { 
8 protected: 
9 double *data; 
10 double •ptr; 
11 public: 
11/12/91 
12 INTB( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int8 }; 





















printOn( ostrearn&) canst; 
-N 
N 



































•• claea: INT8 MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
•• 










INT8: :INT8( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Int8 ) 
SECSELEMENT( "INT8", int8Class) { 
short i, j, items= Length/ INT8 BYTES; 
if ( sizeof(double) 1= INT8 BYTES ) { 
cerr << "INT8: C++ type does not match length of INT8" << endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
} 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr = new double[items]; 
itemCode = INTB ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++) { 
long mostSignif = O; 
unsigned long leastSignif = O; 







































leastSignif • (leastSignif << 8) • •Int8; 
mostSignif • (moetSignif << 8) + •(Int8 + si%eof(long)); 
} 
data[i) s (moatSignif • 4294967295) + leaatSignif; 
} 
} ; 
INT8: :INT8( unsigned long Items, double DataArray[ J 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "INT8", int8Clase) { 
short 1; 
if ( aizeof(double) !~ INT8_BYTES ) { 
} 
cerr << "INT8: C++ type does not match length of !NTH" << _endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
length= remainingBytes =Items* INTB BYTES; 
data c ptr c new double[Items); 
itemCode = INTB ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < Items; i++) { 





short INT8::bytesPeritem() { 







































unsigned char •INT8: :etringForHeaaage() { 
unsigned char •ptrOut, •ptrSave; 
unsigned char •itemHeader, •reverseFloat; 





Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char[itemLength); 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/• 
•• Get the Item Header and put it 1n the 
•• return string. 
•/ 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
/* 
** Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
** then copy the data in. 
*/ 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
items= length/ INT8 BYTES; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++) { 
long rnostSignif; 
unsigned long leastSignif; 
-N 
VI 



































moetSignif • data[i] / 4294967295; 
leaetSignif • data[iJ - (moetSignif • 4294967295); 
•ptrOut++ C leaetSignif >> 24 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ C leaetSignif >> 16 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ a leaetSignif >> 8 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = leaetSignif & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = mostSignif >> 24 & OxFF; 
•ptrOut++ = mostSignif >> 16 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = moetSignif >> 8 & OxFF; 




int INT8: :hasDouble() { 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return l; 
} ; 
double INTB:: returnDouble () { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
} 
cerr << "INTB: trying to get data after end .of contents"<< endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
else { 
} 
dotible tmp = *ptr; 
ptr += INT8 BYTES; 
remainingBytes -= INTB_BYTES; 
return tmp; 




















int 1, perLine a O; 
int items a length/ INT8 BYTES; 
outputStrearn << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( i = O; 1 < items; i++, perLine++ 
outputStrearn << " "<< data(i]; 
} 
if ( perLine >= 4 { 
perLine = O; 
outputStrea.m << endl; 
} 
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buildSendPrimary() will build a customized sendPrimary() 
Member Function for use in the SlFlC Class, by 
prompting the user through the SEMI-specified 
TREE. The user should answer based on how his 
specific equipment uses the SEMI-specified TREE. 
buildSendSecondary() will build a customized 











































•• claee: SlFl MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
•• 












S1Fl::S1Fl() : STREAMFUNCTION() { 
} ; 
11/24/91 




void S1Fl: :-buildSendPr imary ( ) { 
TREE •modelTree, •treePtr; 
char dummyString(7]; 
treePtr = modelTree = new TREE; 
sprintf( dummystring, "aDummy" ); 























thie->buildSend( PRIMARY, l, l, modelTree ); 
} ; 
void SlFl::buildSendSecondary() { 
} ; 
TREE •modelTree, •treePtr; 
char dummyString[7]; 
treePtr = modelTree a new TREE; 
sprintf( dummyString, "aDummy" ) ; 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new 
treePtr->eetChildCnt( 2L ) ; 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new 
treePtr :::: treePtr->addChild( •new 
TREE ( •new 
TREE ( •new 
TREE ( •new 
thie->buildSend( SECONDARY, 1, 1, modelTree ); 
SLIST( 2L ) ) ) ; 
ASCII( 6L, dummyString ) ) ) ; 
ASCII( 6L, dummyString ) ) ) ;. 
-· ~ 






















claee: SlFlC (Custom) 
@(l)elflc.h 13. l 
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1 /• 
2 •• clasa: S1F1C (Custom) MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
3 •• 
4 •• @(l)elflc.cpp 13. 1 11/24/91 
5 •/ 
6 
7 #include <atdio.h> 
8 #include <ioatream.h> 
9 #include <fstrearn.h> 
10 #include <string.h> 
11 #include <dblliet.h> 
12 #include <dlstelern.h> 
13 #include <tree.h> 
14 #include <secsmess.h> 
...... 
15 #include <secstype.h> 
vJ 16 #include <strfunc.h> ...... 
17 #include <slfl.h> 
18 #include <slflc.h> 
19 #include <dasarnac.h> 
20 
21 S1F1C: :S1F1C() . S1Fl() { . 
22 } ; 
23 
24 Sl·FlC: : S1F1C ( SECSMESSAGE *Primary ) . S1Fl( Primary ) { • 
25 } ; 
26 
27 S 1 F 1 C : : - S1 F 1 C ( j { 
28 } ; 
29 
30 void S1F1C: :primaryUpdate() { 
31 this->sendSecondary(); 
32 } ; 
33 
34 void SlFlC::secondaryUpdate() { 
-v,) 
N 








































model [ 7] ; 
revieion[7]; 
TREE PTR • primary->returnTree(); 
MOVE DOWN; 
etrncpy( model, SEPTR->returnString(), 6 ); 
MOVE RIGHT( 1 ); 
etrncpy( revision, SEPTR->returnString(), 6 ); 
MOVE UP; 
void SlFlC: :eendPrimary() { 
TREE *TREE ROOT, *TREE PTR; 
char model[?]; 
TREE ROOT= TREE PTR = new TREE; 
ADD_ ASCII ( 6L, model ) ; 
primary= new SECSMESSAGE( 1, 1, REPLY, TREE ROOT); 
primary->sendMessage(); 
} ; 
void SlFlC::sendSecondary() { 
TREE *TREE ROOT, *TREE PTR; 
char model[7]; 
char revision[?]; 
Nov 24 10:48 1991 alflc.cpp Page 3 
69 
70 TREE ROOT• TREE PTR • new TREE; 
- -
71 
72 ADD LI ST AND HOVE DOWN ( 2 L ) ; 
- - -
73 ADD ASCII( 6L, model ); 
74 ADD ASCII( 6L, revision ); 
75 
76 secondary .:i new SECSMESSAGE( 1, 2, NOREPLY, TREE ROOT); 
77 
78 secondary->aendMesaage(); 
79 } ; 
-t:. 



































•• class: S2F23 DECLARATIONS 
•• 
•• @(#)s2f23.h 13.2 11/12/91 
class S2F23 : public STREAMFUNCTION { 
public: 
S2F23(); 






















buildSendPrimary() will build a customized eendPrimary() 
Member Function for use in the S2F23C Class, by 
prompting the user through the SEMI-specified 
TREE. The user should answer based on how his 
specific equipment uses the SEMI-specified TREE. 
buildSendSecondary() will build a customized 




S2F23 can only be sent from Host to Equipment, so 




Since S2F23 can be sent from Host to Equipment, this 
Member Function helps the user construct that message. 
-Nov 12 09:29 1991 a2t23.h Page 2 
35 
36 








































•• claee: S2F23 MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
•• 



















void S2F23::sen~Secondary() { 
{ 
cerr << "This message cannot be sent from Host to Equipment"<< end!; 
} ; 
void S2F23::buildSendPrimary() { 
































60 } ; 
treePtr • modelTree • new TREE; 
dummy ( 0 J • 0; 
e pr i n t f ( a amp 1 e Per i od , .. e amp 1 e Per i od .. ) ; 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new SLIST( SL) ) ); 
treePtr->setChildCnt( SL ); 
II TRIO cc TRACE ID 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( *new INT4( lL, dummy 
II DSPER -- SAMPLE PERIOD 
) ) ) ; 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new ASCII( 20L, samplePeriod 
II TOTSMP -- TOTAL SAMPLES 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new INT4( lL, dummy ) ) ) ; 
II REPGSZ -- REPORTING GROUP SIZE 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new INT4( lL, dummy ) ) ) ; 
II SVIDs -- STATUS VARIABLE IDs 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new SLIST( OL ') ) ) ; 
treePtr->setChildCnt( lL ) ; 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new INT4( lL, dummy ) ) ) ; 
this->buildSend( PRIMARY, 2 I 23, model Tree ) ; 
S2F23::buildSendSecondary() { 
cerr << "This message cannot be s.ent from Host to Equipment" << endl; 





















•• c lase: S2F'2 3C ( Cu atom) -
•• 
•• @(l)e2f23c.h 13.3 
















































•• claee: S2F23C {Custom) -
•• 














S2F23C:: S2F23C() . S2F23 () { • 
} ; 





void S2F23C::secondaryUpdate() { 




) . S2F23( Primary . 
TREE PTR - secondary->returnTree(); 
) { 
..... 
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35 
36 ack2 • SEPTR->returnLong(); 




































•TREE R(X)T, *TREE PTR; 
traceID[l]; 
aa.mplePer iod ( 7); 
totalSamples [ 1]; 
reportGrpSize[l]; 
atatueVarID[B]; 
TREE ROOT= TREE PTR = new TREE; 
- -
ADD_LIST_AND_MOVEDOWN( SL ) ; 
ADD_INT2( lL, traceID ); 
ADD_ASCII( 6L, samplePeriod ); 
ADD_INT2( lL, tota1Sarnples ); 
ADD_INT2( lL, reportGrpSize ); 
ADD_LIST_AND_MOVEDOWN( SL); 
TREE *TREE MARK = TREE PTR; 
for ( inti= O; i < 8; i++) { 
TREE PTR = TREE MARK; 
ADD_INT2( lL, &statusVarID[i] ); 
} 








































•• cl aae: S6F9 DECLARATIONS 
•• 
• • @(l)s6f9.h 13. 5 11/24191 
class S6F9 : public STREAMFUNCTION { 
public: 
S6F9(); 
S6F9( SECSMESSAGE •Primary); 





















buildSendPrimary() will build a customized sendPrimary() 
Member Function for use in the S6F9C Class, by 
prompting the user through the SEMI-specified 
TREE. The user should answer based on how his 
specific equipment uses the SEMI-specified TREE. 
buildSendSecondary() will build a customized 




S6F9 can only be sent from Equipment to Host, so 




Since S6F9 can be sent from Equipment to Host, it 
follows that the Host can send the Secondary message, 
..... 










namely S6Fl0. Thie member function helps the user 









































•• claaa: S6P'9 MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
•• 











S6F9::S6F9() . STREAMFUNCTION () { . 
} ; 





cerr << "This· message 
} ; 
void S6F9::buildSendPrimary() 






void S6F9::buildSendSecondary() { 
11/24/91 
STREAMFUNCTION( Primary ) { 
be sent from Host to Equipment"<< endl; 
be sent from Host to E·quipment" << endl; 













treePtr a modelTree • new TREE; 
dummy(OJ • O; 
treePtr E treePtr->addChild( •new TREE ( •new BINARY( lL, du~y) ) ); 
43 thie->buildSend( SECONDARY, 6, 9, modelTree ); 
44 } ; 
-~ 
V'I 




















class: S6F9C (Custom) 
@(l)s6f9c.h 13. 1 




S6F9C( SECSMESSAGE *Primary); 
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1 
2 •• claaa: S6F9C (Custom) 
3 •• 
4 •• @(l)e6f9c.cpp 
5 • / 
6 
7 #include <etdio.h> 
8 #include <ioetream.h> 
9 #include <fetream.h> 
10 #include <string.h> 
11 #include <dbllist.h> 
12 #include <dlstelem.h> 









18 #include <a6f9c.h> 
19 #include <dasamac.h> 
20 
21 S6F9C::S6F9C() : S6F9() { 
2 2 } ; 
23 
MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
13. 1 11/24/91 
24 S6F9C:: S6F9C ( SECSMESSAGE *Primary ) : S6F9 ( Primary ) { 
2 5 } ; 
26-
27 S6F9C::-S6F9C() { 
28 }; 
29 
30 void- S6F9C::primaryUpdate() { 
31 this->sendSecondary(); 
32 } ; 
33 
34 void S6F9C::sendSecondary() { 
Nov 24 10:49 1991 e6f9c.cpp Page 2 
35 TREE •TREE ROOT, •TREE PTR; 
36 long ack6[1]; 
37 
38 
39 TREE ROOT 2 TREE PTR • new TREE; 
40 
41 Af) D 8 IN ARY ( 1 L, & a ck 6 ( 0 ] ) ; 
42 
43 secondary= new SECSMESSAGE( 6, 10, NOREPLY, TREE ROOT); 
44 
45 secondary->sendMeasage(); 






















































class: SECSELEMENT DECLARATIONS 
Thia is an "abstract class" - no instances of this class 
may be declared, but classes may be derived from this class. 
"Pure virtual functions" returnValue() & printOn() are 
what make this an "abstract class". Thie means that these 
functions must be defined in any classes derived from this 
class. 
The"= 0" after the function declarations for returnValue() & 
printOn() is what identifies them as "pure virtual functions". 
@(l)secselem.h 13.9 11/12/91 
#define WORKSPACE 8 












length; // Number of bytes in guts of item. 
remainingBytes; 






isEqual( const Object&) canst; 
isA ( ) con st; 
*nameOf( ) canst; 
hashValue( ) canst; 



















5 3 } ; 
54 
unsigned char 
virtual unsigned char 
virtual long 










get I temCode ( ) ; 
•getitemHeader( short •HeaderLength, 
unsigned char •ItemHeader ); 
lengthinMeaaage(); 
•atringForMeseage() • O; 
hasDouble(); 
has Long (); 





bytesPeritem() c O; 
printOn( ostream& ) canst= O; 
55 void printBita( char *deac, int bytes, unsigned char *ptr ); 
-· VI 
0 














































class: SECSELEKENT KEHBER F'UNC'TIONS 









SECSELEMENT: :SECSELEMENT( char *ClaaeName, claesType ClaasType) 
className = ClaesName; 




SECSELEMENT::isEqual( canst Object& tes~SECSELEMENT) const { 
} ; 
//return (data== (SECSELEMENT &)t~stSECSELEMENT ); 
return ( 0 ); 
cla_ssType SECSELEMENT:: isA() canst { 
return classTypeValue; 
} ; 










































hashValueType SECSELE.MENT: :hashValue() canst { 
haehValueType value a hashValueType( 0 ); 
return( value); 
} ; 




unsigned char *SECSELEMENT: :getitemHeader( short *HeaderLength, 
unsigned char *ItemHeader) { 
unsigned char formatByte; 
unsigned char lengthBytes, *ptrSave; 






Create space to return the "Item Header" 
version of this item. 
lengthBytes = this->lengthinMessage() - 1 - length; 
*HeaderLength = 1 + lengthBytes; 
ItemHeader = new unsigned char[*HeaderLength); 
ptrSave = ItemHeader; 
/* 
** Determine the Format Byte and put it in the 
** return string. 
*/ 
formatByte = this->getitemCode() << 2; 
formatByte I= lengthBytes; 











































Point to last length byte and populate the length 
bytes in reverse order. 
•/ 
ItemHeader +m lengthBytea; 
tmpLength m length; 
for ( i • O; i < lengthBytea; i++ ) { 
} 
•ItemHeader = tmpLength & OxOOOOOOFF; 




unsigned char lengthBytes; 
int i; 
unsigned long temp; 
if ( length== 0) { 




for ( i = O; i < sizeof(long); i++) 
if (temp== b) { 
i -= 1; 
break; 
} 
temp= temp>> 8; 
} 
lengthBytes = i + 1; 
{ 







return (long) 1 + lengthBytea + length; 
} ; 
int SECSELEKENT: :haaDouble() 
109 return O; 
110 } ; 
111 
112 int SECSELEKENT::hasLong() 
113 return O; 































132 long· SECSELEMENT::itemsRemaining() { 
































printBite( char •deec, int bytea, unaigne-d char •ptr ) { 
} 
int i, j; 
char tmpChar; 
print!( "\e:\n\t", deec ); 
for ( i • O; i < bytes; i ++ ) { 
tmpChar = •ptr++; 
for ( j = O; j < BITSPERBYTE; j++ ) { 
if ( tmpChar & Ox80) { 
printf( "l" ) ; 
} 
else { 
printf{ "0" ); 
} 
if { j \ 2 ) { 
printf{ " " ); 
} 
tmpChar-= tmpChar << 1; 
} 
printf{ "\n\t" ); 
} 
printf( "\n" ); 
-V, 
V, 



































•• claaa: SECSKESSAG! DECLARATIONS 
•• 
•• @(l)eecemeee.h 13.7 
lifndef CUSTOM H 
#include <cuatom.h> 

















#define OVERHEADINBLOCK ( CHARCNTOVERHEAD 
#define BYTESINBLOCK ( OVERHEADINBLOCK 





















































Thie data is part of the incoming SECS-II message & 















This data is part of the incoming SECS-II message, 
but will be used only help separate the wheat from 








parseMessage( unsigned char *Messagein, short Length); 
additemToMessage( TREE *TreePtr, short *MeeeCharCnt ); 
expandMeseage(); 
addSECSheader( shrirt *MeseCharCnt ); 
SECSMESSAGE( unsigned char *Messagein, short Length); 
SECSMESSAGE( char *FileName ); 
























iePr imary (); 
• return Tree ( ) ; 
printOn( oetream& ) conet; 












































































SECSMESSAGE::SECSMESSAGE( unsigned char *Message!n, short Length) { 
/* CHANGE 
** 
** messageTree->addParentType( "LIST" ); 
*/ 








































SECSMESSAGE::SECSMESSAGE( char •FileNa.me) { 
long fileSize; 
unsigned char charin, •messagein; 
char fullFileName[SIZEFILE]; 
short i z::. 0; 
etrcpy( fullFileName, SECSTESTDIR ); 
etrcat( fullFileName, FileName ); 
ifstream sourceFile( fullFileName, ios::binary ); 








cer r << "SECSMESSAGE: cannot open file " <<· 
fullFileName <<" for input"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
Seek to end of the file, then request byte 
position in file to determine file size. Size 
messagein[] based on this, after seeking back 
to the start of the file. 
sourceFile.seekg( OL, (seek_dir) 2 ); 
fileSize = sourceFile.tellg(); 
sourceFile.seekg( OL, (seek_dir) b ); 
messagein = new unsigned char(fileSize]; 
sourceFile.read( rnessagein, fileSize ); 
if ( sourceFile.gcount(} 1= fileSize) { 
cout << "SECSMESSAGE: did not get the expected number"<< 
"of characters from the file."<< endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
..... g 







































•• meeeageTree->addParent Type ( .. LI ST" ) ; 
•/ 
this->pareeMeeeage( meeeagein, fileSize ); 
} ; 
SECSMESSAGE: :SECSMESSAGE( short Stream, short Function, int ReplyRequired, 
TREE •TreePtr) { 
/• CHANGE 
** 
* * meaaageTree->addParentType ( "LIST" ) ; 
*/ 
meaaageTree • TreePtr; 
messageFlat = NULL; 
aecaStrearn = Stream; 
aecsFunction = Function; 
replyRequired::: (truthFlag) ReplyRequired; 
/* CHANGE 
** 
** systemByte = ????? 
** upperDevID = ???? 
** lowerDevID = ???? 
*/ 
systemByte(O] 
- (unsigl'.led char) O; 
sy~temByte(l] 
-
(unsigned char) 2; 
systemByte(2] 
-
(unsigned char) 2; 
systemByte(3] 
-
(unsigned char) 3; 
..... 
°' ..... 




































upperOevID • 541 
lowerDevIO • 59; 
SECSMESSAGE::-SECSKESSAGE() { 
if ( meeeageFlat 1• NULL) { 
delete meeeageFlat; 
} 





SECSMESSAGE::parseMessage( unsigned char *Meesagein, short Length) {' 
unsigned char *messinPtr c Messagein; 
rnessageFlat = new unsigned char[Length]; 




i, blockCnt = O; 
charCnt, blockCharCnt, rnessCharCnt = O; 
formatByte, itemCode, numLengthBytes; 
rnessageLength = Length; 
lastBlock = FALSE; 
while ( 1 lastBlock) { 
blockCnt++; 
blockCharCnt = *mes·sinPtr++ - 10; / / subtract out Header bytes 
messCharCnt += blockCharCnt; 
...... 
°" N 



































msgToHoet • ( •meeeinPtr & 0200) >> 7; 
upperDevID m •meesinPtr++ & -0200; 
l01werD0vID a •meeeinPtr++; 
replyRequired ~ ( •meeainPtr & 0200) >> 7; 
seceStream a •meealnPtr++ & -0200; 
secsFunction c •messlnPtr++; 
laetBlock c ( *meeeinPtr & 0200 ) >> 7; 
upperBlockNo = •meealnPtr++ & -0200; 
lowerBlockNo = *mesainPtr++; 
for ( i c O; 1. < 4; i++ ) { 
ayatemByte(i] = *meaeinPtr++; 
} 
meesFlatPtr = messageFlat + messCharCnt - blockCharCnt; 
while ( blockCharCnt -- ) { 
*messFlatPtr++ c *messinPtr++; 
} 
mesainPtr += 2; 
} 
delete Messageln; 
messageTree = new TREE; 
// Checksum 
TREE *treePtr = messageTree; 
messFlatPtr = messageFlat; 
charcnt = O; 
while ( charCnt < messCharCnt) { 
unsigned long length; 
-a-. 
w 



































formatByte • ( short ) •meeeFlatPtr++; 
itemCode • formatByte >> 2; 
numLengthBytee a formatByte & 0003; 
length• bytesValue( numLengthBytea, messFlatPtr ); 
messFlatPtr += numLengthBytea; 
switch ( itemCode) { 
case LIST ITEM: 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
( •new SLIST ( length ) ) ) ; 
/* INVESTIGATE: 
** which "part" of ROOT 1s this set for? 
*/ 
treePtr->eetChildCnt( length ); 
length c O; 
break; 
case ASCII ITEM: 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( *new TREE 
( •new ASCII ( length, (char*) meeeFlatPtr) ) ); 
break; 
case BINARY ITEM: 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild ( .*new TREE 
( •new BINARY ( length, messFlatPtr) ) ); 
break; 
case BOOLE.AN ITEM: 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
( •new BOOLE.AN ( length, messFlatPtr) ) ); 
break; 
case FLOAT4 ITEM: 
treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
( •new FLOAT4 ( length, messFlatPtr) ) ); 
break; 
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-
206 treePtr • tr&ePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
207 ( •new FLOATS ( length, meeeFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
208 break; 
209 case INTl ITEM: 
-
210 treePtr C treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
211 ( •new INTl ( length, meeeFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
212 break; 
213 case INT2 ITEM: 
-
214 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
215 ( •new INT2 ( length, meaeFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
216 break; 
217 case INT4 ITEM: 
-
218 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
219 ( •new INT4 ( length, meaaFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
...... 
i 220 break; 
221 case INT8 ITEM: 
-
222 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( *new TREE 
223 ( •new INT8 ( length, measFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
224 break; 
225 case UINT8 ITEM: 
-
226 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
227 ( •new UI"NT8 ( length, messFlatPtr ) ) ) ; 
2·2s break; 
229 .case UINTl ITEM: 
230 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( *new TREE 
231. ( •new UINTl ( length, messFlatPtr } } } ; 
232 break; 
233 case UINT2 ITEM: 
234 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( •new TREE 
235 ( *new UINT2 ( length, messFlatPtr } } ) ; 
2.36 break; 
237 case UINT4 ITEM: 
238 treePtr = treePtr->addChild( *new TREE 
...... 
°' V't 









































( •ne~ UINT4 ( length, meseFlatPtr) ) )1 
break; 
cout <<"'<<<<got an UNKNOWN >>>>\n"' << endl; 
break; 
meeeFlatPtr +~ length; 
charCnt += ( 1 + numLengthBytes +length); 
while ( treePtr->gotAllChildren() ) { 
} 
if ( ! treePtr->atRoot () ) { 




if ( charCnt 1= messCharCnt ) { 
cout << "AT ROOT AND ALL CHARS ARE NOT READ"; 
} 
break; 
free( messageFlat );· 
*/ 
if ( messCharCnt 1= 0 && 1 treePtr->atRoot() ) 











































etrcpy( !ullFileName, SECSTESTDIR ); 
sprint!( baaefileName, "X_S\d-F\d", thie->getSECSetream(), 
thie->getSECSfunction() ) ; 
at r cat ( t u 11 F i l e Name , b a a e F i 1 e Name ) ; 
ofetream deatfile( fullFileName, ioa: :binary ) ; 
if ( !deetfile ) { 
cerr << "SECSHESSAGE: cannot open file"<< 
fu 11 Fi le Name << " for output" << endl ;. 
} 
/* 
** Allocate memory for raw message to Equipment. 
*/ 
if ( meaaageFlat !: NULL) { 
delete mesaageFlat; 
} 
meaaageFlat = new unsigned char[MEMCHUNK); 








Run through the SECS TREE, adding the raw data 
from each item to the message that will be sent 
to the Equipment. 
*treePtr = messageTree; 
messCharCnt = O; 







































•• If TREE has Children. 
•/ 
if ( treePtr->haeChildren() ) { 
thie->additernToMeeeage( treePtr, &meeeCharCnt ); 
/• 
•• Move Down to Left-moat Child. 
•/ 
treePtr • treePtr->moveDown(); 
treePtr->reaetChildCursor(); 
/• 
•• While not at Root of Super-TREE 
*/ 
while( ! treePtr->atRoot() ) { 
/• 
* * If TREE has Children. 
*/ 
if ( treePtr->haaChildren() ) 
/* 
{ 
** If visited all Children of TREE. 
*/ 
if { treePtr->gotAllChildren() ) 
/* 
** If TREE has Sibling to Right. 
*/ 
{ 
if ( treePtr->hasRightSibling() J { 
/* 
** Move to Sibling to Right. 
*/ 






** Move Up to Parent. 
-&; 













































thie->additemToHeeeage( treePtr, &meseCharCnt ); 
/• 
•• Hove Down to Child. 
•/ 
treePtr E treePtr->moveDown(); 
treePtr->resetChildCureor(); 
else { 
this->additemToHessage( treePtr, &messtharCnt ); 
/* 
** If TREE has Sibling to Right. 
*/ 
if ( treePtr->hasRightSibling() ) { 
/* 
** Move to Sibling to Right. 
*/ 





* * Move Up to TREE' s Parent-. 
*/ 










































this->additemToMeeeage( treePtr, &meeeCharCnt ); 
} 
thie->addSECSheader( &meseCharCnt ); 
destFile.write( meeeageFlat, meaeageLength ); 
destFile.cloee(); 
void SECSMESSAGE: :sendMeaeage() { 
thia->build.Meeeage(); 
} ; 
void SECSMESSAGE::additemToMessage( TREE *treePtr, short *MessCharCnt) { 
SECSELEMENT *sePtr; 
short itemLength; 
sePtr = ((SECSELEMENT *) treePtr->nodeAddr()); 
itemLength = (short) sePtr->lengthinMesaage(); 
if ( *MessCharCnt + itemLength > messageLength) 
thia->expandMeasage(); 
} 
memcpy( measageFlat + *MessCharCnt, 
sePtr->stringForMessage(), itemLength ); 
free( sePtr->stringForMessage() ); 














































newMeseageLength m meeeageLength + MEHCHUNK; 
oldMeaaage • meeeageFlat; // eave for delete 
newMeaaage = new unsigned char(newMessageLength]; 
memcpy( newMessage, messageFlat, messageLength ); 
mesaageFlat c newMeesage; 
mesaageLength a newMesaageLength; 
delete oldMeeeage; 
void SECSMESSAGE::addSECSheader( short *MessCharCnt ) { 
int i, bytesToCopy = NONOVERHEADINBLOCK; 
unsigned char setBit = 1 << 7; 










ful1Blocka = *MessCharCnt / NONOVERHEADINBLOCK; 
leftovers= *MessCharCnt % NONOVERHEADINBLOCK; 
totalBlocks = ful1Blocks + ( leftovers? 1 : 0 ); 
sizeOfMessageOut = *MessCharCnt; 
Will happen when the message consists of only the 
header (e.g., S?-FO). 








































totalBlocke • l; 
byteeToCopy • O; 
aizeOfHeaaageOut +• totalBlocks • OVERHEADINBLOCK; 
outPtr ~ tmpMeasage c new unsigned char[sizeOfMessageOut); 
itemaPtr a meaaageFlat; // Point to start of "items only". 
while ( totalBlocka-- ) { 
} 
if ( ( totalBlocks == 0 ) && leftovers ) { 
bytesToCopy c leftovers; 
} 
*outPtr++ = (unsigned char) bytesToCopy + HEADEROVERHEAD; 
•outPtr++ = upperDevID; / / MESSAG·E TO HOST - not set here 
*outPtr++ = lowerDevID; 
*outPtr++ = eecaStream; I I REPLY REQUIRED 
*outPtr++ = aecaFunction; 
•outPtr++ = upperBlockNo I ( totalBlocka -- 0 7 eetBit : 0 ); 
•outPtr++ = lowerBlockNo; 
for ( i = 0; i < 4; i ++ ) { 
•outPtr++ = systemByte[i]; 
} 
memcpy( outPtr, itemsPtr, bytesTbCopy ); 
outPtr += byteaToCopy; 












































i ternePtr • meeeageFlat; / / save message addrese .for delete 
meseageFlat • tmpMeeeage; 
messageLength • sizeOfHeasageout; 
delete itemsPtr; // delete old message 
short SECSHESSAGE::getSECSstream() { 
return (short) thie->secaStrea.m; 
} ; 
short SECSHESSAGE: : get SECS function ( ) { 
return (short) this->secsFunction; 
} ; 
int SECSMESSAGE: : is Primary () { 
return secaFunction & 1; 
} ; 
TREE *SECSMESSAGE::returnTree() { 
return this->messageTree; 
} ; 
void SECSMESSAGE;:printOn{ ostream& outputStream) const { 
outputStream << "S" << {short) this->secsStream; 
outputStream << "-F" << {short) this->secsFunction << endl; 


















































Get the requested number of bytes from a string of unsigned char's, 
building the value as each byte is encountered. Return the total 
value after all bytes have been visited. 
Because we will be putting 1, 2, 3, ... bytes into a '"long"' type 
we may need to extend the sign bit to fill a "long". We only need to 
do this if the high-order bit ie set in the first byte we encounter. 
bytesValue( short numBytea, register unsigned char *fromString} 
int 1.; 
register long 
long mask, byteMask; 
short hiBitValue = 1; 
value= O; 
truthFlag iaNegative FALSE; 
/* 
** Determine the value of a byte with only the highest bit set. 
** If the first byte of the string we· are evaluating has this 
** bit set, we have a negative number. If we have a negative 
** nununber, we will have- to extend the SIGN BIT. 
*/ 
for ( i = O; i < BITSPERBYTE - 1; i++} 
hiBitValue *= 2; 
if ( *fromString & hiBitValue) 










































Determine the value of the number .of bytes in memory 
without regard to sign . 
for ( i • O; i < numBytea; i++ ) 
value .. (value<< BITSPERBYTE) + •fromString++; 
if ( ieNegative ) 
/• 
{ 
** Create a byte-sized mask of all l's. 
*/ 











Create a long-sized mask for sign extension of our final value. 
The highest-order bytes that are not used by our value are set 
to all l's. Assuming 8-bit bytes and 4-byte "long"s, here are 
what the masks would look like: 
numBytes -- 1 mask=OxffffffOO 
numBytes -- 2 maek=OxffffOOOO 
numBytes -- 3 mask=OxffOOOOOO 
numBytes -- 4 mask=OxOOOOOOOO 
*/ 
mask= O; 
for ( i = O; i < numBytes; i++) { 
mask= mask<< BITSPERBYTE; 
mask I= byteMask; 
} 
mask= -mask; 











•• Do the sign extension. 
•/ 
value• mask I value; 





































class: SLIST DECLARATIONS 




public SECSELEMENT { 
} ; 










b.ytesPer I tern ( ) ; 
*getitemHeader( short *HeaderLength, 
























































SLIST::SLIST( unsigned long Length ) : 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "LIST", slistClass ) { 
length= Length; 
itemCode = LIST ITEM; 
SLIST::-SLIST() { 
} ; 
short SLI ST: : bytesPeritem () { 
return LIST BYTES; 
} ; 
/* 
** SLIST requires a different version of getitemHeader() 
** because the "length" is already subtracted out of the 
** "lengthinMessage()" for SLIST --- it must be subtracted 
** out for all SECSELEMENT subclasses other than SLIST. 
*/ 
unsigned char *SLIST::getitemHeader( short *HeaderLength, 







































unsigned char formatByte; 
unsigned char lengthBytea, •ptrSave; 




Create apace to return the "Item Header" 
version of this item. 
*/ 
lengthBytes c thia->lengthlnMesaage() - 1; 
*HeaderLength = 1 + lengthBytea; 
ItemHeader = new unsigned char[*HeaderLength); 
ptrSave = IternHeader; 
/* 
** Determine the Format Byte and put it 1n the 
** return string. 
*/ 
formatByte = this->getitemCode() << 2; 
formatByte I= lengthBytes; 





Point to last length byte ·and populate the length 
bytes in reverse order~ 
ItemHeader += lengthBytes; 
tmpLength = length; 
for ( i = O; i < lengthBytes; i++) { 
} 
*ItemHeader = tmpLength & OxOObOOOFF; 










































long SLIST::lengthinMessage() { 
return (long) SECSELEMENT::lengthinMeseage() - length; 
} ; 
unsigned char *SLIST::stringForHessage() ·{ 
} ; 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 






Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength); 





Get the Item Header and put it in the 
return string. 
itemHeader = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
return ptrSave; 


























long SLIST: :itemsRemaining() { 
/• 




void SLIST: :printOn( oatream& outputStream) canst { 









































•• claee: STREAMFUNCTION DECLARATIONS 
•• 
•• @(l)etrfunc.h 13.5 11/24/91 
•/ 
#define PRIMARY 0 
#define SECONDARY 1 
#define INDENTMAX 80 

























void graftSecondary( SECSMESSAGE *Secondary); 
....... 





































Send SECS Heeeage to Equipment. 
virtual void sendPrimary(); 














Update the DASA based on SECS Message from the 
Equipment: 
primaryUpdate() - updates based on a Primary message 
received from the Equiµnent. 
secondaryUpdate() - updates based on a Secondary message 
received from the Equipment. 
virtual void primaryUpdate(); 

















buildUpdate( int SMtype ); 
updateTreeWalk( TREE *TreePtr )_; 
updatePrornptUser ( TREE *Tree.Ptr ) ; 
Prompt user through a TREE to be sent to the 
Equipment. 
buildSend( int SMtype, short Stream, 
short Function, TREE *TreePtr ); 
-00 
w 






























eendTreeWalk( TREE •TreePtr ); 
aendPromptUser( TREE •TreePtr ); 
printTreeLocale( TREE •TreePtr ); 
getVariable( char •Type, int •Length, char •Name ) ; 
variableList( TREE •TreePtr ); 
parentVariableList( TREE •TreePtr ); 





printOn( ostrearn& ) canst; 
..... 
f 































































IndentCnt = O; 




memset( Indent, ' ', INDENTMAX ); 
Indent(IndentCntJ = '\0'; 
} ; 
STREAMFUNCTION::STREAMFUNCTION( SECSMESSAGE *SECSmess) { 





** This part of ~he constructor would only be exercised 
-00 
V'I 









































in ·artificial· aitutations, e.g., if we were sending 
Secondary meeeages from the Equipment (as files) that 
were not in reslX)nse to Primary messages that the Host 





IndentCnt • O; 
Indentlnc c: 2; 
memset( Indent, ' ', INDENTMAX ); 
Indent(IndentCnt] = '\O'~ 
STREAMFUNCTION::-STREAMFUNCTION() { 
} ; 
if ( primary la NULL) { 
delete primary; 
} 




void STREAMFUNCTION::graftSecondary( SECSMESSAGE *Secondary) { 
secondary= Secondary; 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION::sendPrimary() { 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION: : sendSecondary ( ) { 
-~ 

















































•tr&ePtr • NULL; 
etream, function; 




Thia code will only be exercised if the user does not 
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thie->buildUpdate( SECONDARY ); 
Something in here causes "Null Pointer Assignment" 





char memFuncName [ 20); II Name of Member Function to be 
char 
char 














if ( SMtype -- PRIMARY ) { 
smPtr = primary; 
generated. 
To initialize (TREE*) in 
code to be generated. 
Suffix of file where generated 
code will be written to. 
sprintf( memFuncName, "primaryUpdate" ); 
sprintf( smTypeDecl, "primary" ); 




smPtr = secondary; 
sprintf( memFuncNarne, "secondaryUpdate" ); 
sprintf( smTypeDecl, "secondary" ); 
sprintf( fileSuffix, "au" ); 
-~ 



































treePtr • emPtr->returnTre-e(); 
eprintf ( claeeName, "S\dF\dC"', 
emPtr->getSECSatream(), emPtr->getSECSfunction() ); 
sprintf( claeaFileName, "'\s.\a", clasaName, fileSuffix ); 
sprintf ( declFileName, "decl.tmp"' ) ; 





Open the Class File and write the Hember Function 
declaration and definition. 
classFile = new ofstream( claaaFileName, . . 10s: : 1.n ) ; 
if ( 1 claasFile ) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
claasFileName <<" for input"<< endl; 
sprintf( genString, "//\t\s() DECLARATION\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "\tvoid\t\s();\n\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "//\t\s() DEFINITION\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "void \s::\s()\t{\n\n", classNarne, memFuncNarne ); 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
/* 












































that will be internal to the Member Function. Separate 
tilee are necessary becauee the declaration & code will 
not be generated in the order we want; we have to keep 
them apart to get our desired order. 
declFile • new of stream( declFileName, ios: :out ) ; 
if ( ! declFile ) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
declFileName <<" for output"<< endl; 
codeFile = new ofstream( codeFileName, ios: :out ); 
if ( ! code File ) { 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
codeFileName <<" for outp~t" << endl; 
} 
cout << "\n\n\n======z=c=========================-==c=" << 
"--------------------c:------------------\n" << endl· 
-------------------- ------------------ ' 
cout << "BUILDING Member Function to update DASA based on"<< endl; 
cout << "\tStream" << emPtr->getSECSstream() <<" - Function"<< 
smPtr->getSECSfunction() <<"message received from Equipment.\n\n" << endl; 
cout << "When prompted by'==> ' :" << endl; 
cout << "\t- enter Variable Name to save data, OR"<< endl; 
cout << "\t- enter 'n' to NOT save data.\n\n" << endl; 
/* 
** Generate declaration & initialization for (TREE*). 
*/ 
this->declWrite( "\tTREE 
sprintf( genString, "\tTREE_PTR 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
*TREE._ PTR; \n" ) ; 
= %s->returnTree() ;\n\n", smTypeDecl ) ; 
-~ 







































Walk the TREE in prefix order, prompting the user 
for hie desires, and generating declarations & code 
as we go. 





We're finished putting into the temporary files: 
close them up. 
// declFile->seekp( OL, (seek_dir) 0 ); 






* * Open up the temporary f ile·s to get input FROM them, 
** to be written into the Class File. 
*/ 
dec1In = new ifstream( declFileName, ios::in ); 
if ( 1 declFile ) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
declFileName <<" for input"<< endl; 
codein = new ifstream( cod~FileName, ios::in ); 
if ( 1 codeFile) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
codeFileName ·<< " for: input" << endl; 
-\Q 
-








































while ( dec1In->getline( genString, 80) ) { 
} 
thie->claeeWrite( genString ); 
thie->claeeWrite( "'\n .. ) ; 
thie->classWrite( .. \n\n\n"' ); 





this->classWrite( genString ); 
this->classWrite( "'\n"' ) ; 
We're finished putting into the temporary files: 







** Finish-up the Class File. 
*/ 
this->classWrite( "};\n" ); 
classFile->close(); 
delete classFile; 
Something in here causes "Null Pointer Assignment" 
STREAMFUNCTION::buildSend( int SMtype, short Stre~m, short Function, 
...... 
~ 


















































memFuncName [ 20 J; II 
II 






Name of Member Function to be 
generated. 
To initialize (TREE*) in 
code to be generated. 
Suffix of file where generated 
code will be written to. 
sprintf( classNa.me, "S\dF\dC", Stream, Function); 
if ( SMtype ==PRIMARY) { 
} 
sprintf( memFuncName, "sendPrimary" ); 
sprintf( smTypeDecl, "primary" ); 




sprintf( memFuncName, "sendSecondary" ); 
sprintf( smTypeDecl, "secondary" ); 
sprintf( fileSuffix, "as" ); 
sprintf( classFileNarne, "%s.%s", classNarne, fileSuffix ); 
sprintf ( declFileNarne, "dee!. tmp" ) ; 
sprintf( codeFileNarne, "code.tmp" ); 
..... 
"° v,J






































Open the Claes File and write the Member Function 
declaration and definition. 
clasaFile s new o!stream( classFileNa.me, ioe::in ); 
if ( ! claesFile) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 
clasaFileName <<" for input"<< endl; 
sprintf( genString, "//\t\a() DECLARATION\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ) ; 
sprintf( genString, "\tvoid\t\s();\n\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ) ; 
sprintf( genString, "//\t\s() DEFINITION\n", memFuncName ); 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "void is: :'ta()\t{\n\n", className, memFunCName 
this->classWrite( genString ); 
/* 
** Open temporary files to hold the declarations & code 
** that will be internal to the Member Function. Separate 
** files are necessary because the declaration & code will 
** not be generated in the order we want; we have to keep 
** them apart to get our desired order. 
*/ 
declFile = new ofstream( declFileNarne, ios::out ); 
if ( 1 declFile ) { 
} 
terr<< "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 







































codeFile • new otetream( codeFileName, ioe: :out ); 
it ( ! codeFile) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file·<< 
codeFileName << • for output·<< endl; 
cout << "\n\n\nz=a=amEE%:z=c==w=ammaEa2mam•aDzD:=====E" << 
"=====cc~ccE:c:msa~2c=:c====:cCCCDDEamc2\n• << endl; 
cout << "BUILDING Member Function to eend\n· << 
"\tStream" <<Stream<<" - Function"<< 
Function<<" message to Equipment.\n\n" << endl; 
cout << "When prompted by '==>' :" << endl; 
cout << "\t- for LIST, enter number of Items in LIST,"<< endl; 
cout << "\t- for Items, enter <type number variableName>," << endl; 
cout << "\t e.g., INT2 1 waferID. \n\n" << endl; 
/* 
•• Generate declaration & initialization for TREE and (TREE *·). 
*/ 
this->declWrite{ "\tTREE\t*TREE_ROOT, *TREE_P~R; \n" )_; 






Walk the TREE in prefix order, prompting the user 
for his· desires, and generating declarations & code 
as we go. 
this->sendTreeWalk( TreePtr ); 
// CHANGE: REPLY should also be a variable passed into 
// this MF 
if ( SMtyp~ ==PRIMARY) { 
-\C) 
Vi 




































eprintf( genString, ·\n\t\e • 
new SECSKESSAGE( \d, \d, REPLY, TREE ROOT );\n\n·, 
emTypeDecl, Stream, Function ); 
else { 
} 
sprintf( genString, ·\n\t\s ic: 
new SECSKESSAGE( \d, \d, NOREPLY, TREE ROOT );\n\n"', 
amTypeDecl, Stream, Function); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "'\t\s->sendMessage();\n", smTypeDecl ); 




We're finished putting into the temporary files: 
close them up. 
*/ 
// declFile->eeekp( OL, (seek_dir-) 0 ) ; 






** Open up the temporary files to get input FROM them, 
** to be written. into the Class File. 
*/ 
declin = new ifstream( declFileName, ios::in ); 
if ( 1 declFile ) { 
} 
cerr << "STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file"<< 






































442 } ; 
codein • new ifetream( codeFileName, ioe::in ); 
if ( ! codeFile ) { 
} 
cerr << "'STREAMFUNCTION: cannot open file .. << 
codeFileName << .. for input·<< endl; 
while ( dec1In->getline( genString, 80 ) ) { 
} 
thie->claeeWrite( genString ); 
thie->claeeWrite( "\n" ); 
this~>clasaWrite( "\n\n\n" ); 





this->classWrite( genString ); 
thie->claeeWrite( "\n" ); 
We're finished putting into the temporary files: 







•• Finish-~p the Class File . 
*/ 








































void STREAMrUNCTION: :updateTreeWalk( TREE •Tr&ePtr ) { 
} ; 
char gen5tring[80); 
if TreePtr !• NULL ) { 
cout << Indent; 
thie->updatePromptUeer( TreePtr ); 
i f ( Tree Pt r - >ha a chi 1 d re n ( ) ) 
TreePtr = TreePtr->moveDown(); 
TreePtr->resetChildCursor(); 
{ 
aprintf( genString, "\t\sMOVE_DOWN;\n", Indent ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
thia->indentHore(); 
this->updateTreeWalk( TreePtr ); 
this->indentLeas(); 
TreePtr = TreePtr->moveUp(); 
aprintf( genString, "\t\sMOVE UP;\n", Indent ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
} 
else if ( TreePtr->hasRightSibling() ) { 
} 
} 
TreePtr = TreePtr->rnoveRight( 1 ); 
aprintf( genString, "\t\sMOVE_RIGHT( 1 );\n", Indent ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
this->updateTreeWalk( TreePtr ); 











































i f ( Tree Pt r 1 • NULL ) { 
cout << Indent; 
thie->eendPromptUaer( TreePtr ); 
if ( TreePtr->haaChildren() ) 
TreePtr = TreePtr->moveDown(); 
TreePtr->resetChildCureor(); 
thie->indentMore(); 
thia->sendTreeWalk( TreePtr ); 
thia->indentLess(); 
TreePtr = TreePtr->moveUp(); 
{ 
if ( ((SECSELEMENT *)TreePtr->nodeAddr() )->returnLong() -- 0) { 
sprintf( genString, "\t\s}\n .. , Indent ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
} 
} 
else if ( TreePtr->hasRightSibling() ) { 
TreePtr = TreePtr->moveRight( 1 ); 
this->sendTreeWalk( TreePtr ); 
} 




char genString[80]; // General-purpose string. 
char typeString[80]; //String.for declaration. 
char initString[80]; // String for instantiation. 
__. 
~ 



































sePtr • ((SECSELEMENT •) TreePtr->nodeAddr()); 
itemsinObject • sePtr->itemsRemaining(); 
sePtr->printOn( cout ); 
this->printTreeLocale( TreePtr ); 
if ( eePtr->ieA() == elistClaee ) 
cout << endl; 
} 
else if ( sePtr->haaDouble() ) { 
cout <<" ==>"<<flush; 
sprintf( typeString, "\tdouble\t" ); 
{ 
sprintf( initString, "= SEPTR->returnDouble();" ); 
} 
else if ( eePtr->hasLong() ) { 
cout <<" ==>"<<flush; 
eprintf( typeString, "\tlong\t" ) ; 
eprintf( initString, "= SEPTR->returnLong·();" ); 
-} 
else if ( sePtr->hasString() ) { 
} 
cout << "==>~<<flush; 
itemsinObject += 1; 
sprintf( typeString, 
sprintf( initString, 




cout <<"ERROR: Object has"<< itemsinObject; 
cout <<" item(s) of UNKNOWN type"<< endl; 
} 








































• • Prompt the ueer tor a variable name . 
•/ 
char variableName[80]; 
cin >> variableName; 
if ( ( strlen( variableName) :c 1) && 
( atrncmp( "n", variableName, 1 ) :::a O ) ) { 
/• 






•• Write declaration for the variable. 
•/ 
atrcat( typeString, variableName ); 
if ( itemsinObject > 1 I I sePtr->hasString() ) { 
aprintf( genString, "(\d];\n", itemsinObject ); 
} 
else { 
aprintf( genString, ";\n" ) ; 
} 
strcat( typeString, genString ); 
this->declWrite( typeString ); 
/* 
** Write code to populate the variable. 
*/ 
if ( sePtr->ha~String() ) { 
} 
sprintf( genString, "\t\sstrncpy( %a, \a, \d );\n", 
Indent, variableNarne, initString, itemsinObject - 1 ) ;. 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 












































sprint!( genString, ·\t\efor ( i • O; i < \d; i++ )\t{\n·, 
Indent, itemeinObject ); 
thie->codeWrite( genString ); 
for ( i = O; i < itemainObject; i++ ) { 
sprintf( genString, "\t\t\s\e[\d] \s\n·, 
Indent, variableName, i, initString ); 
thie->codeWrite( genString ); 
} 
sprintf( genString, "\t\s}\n", Indent ) ; 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
else { 
} 
eprintf( genString, "\t\s\e \s\n", 
Indent, variableName, initString ); 
thi_s->codeWrite( genString ); 










genString[80]; // ·General-purpose string. 
typeString[80]; // String for declaration. 
initString[80]; // String for instantiation. 
seType [ 10]; 
length; 
variableName[30]; 
sePtr - ((SECSELEMENT *) TreePtr->nodeAddr()); 
itemsI.nObject = sePtr->itemsRemaining(); 
N 
s 







































thie->variableList( TreePtr ) ) 
cout << ·<list>"; 
else { 
sePtr->printOn( cout ); 
} 
this->printTreeLocale( TreePtr ); 
{ 
{ 
./I Prompt user for number of items they want in LIST: 
II an answer of O items in LIST will effectively 
II "prune" the TREE at this point. 
II 
cout <<" items in LIST==>"<< flush; 
cin >> nurnberOfChildren; 
sprintf( genString, "\t\sADD_LIST_AND_MOVEDOWN( \ldL );\n", 
Indent, numberOfChildren ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
if ( numberOfChildren == 0) { 
/* 
** Delete children of the Model we're tracking. 
*./ 
while ( TreePtr->getiternsinContainer() 1= 0) { 
TreePtr->destroyFrornTail( TreePtr.->peekAtTail() ); 
} 
TreePtr->setChildCnt( 0 ); 
/* 







































•• the code we're generating. 
·1 
sprintf( genString, "\t\eMOVEUP();\n·, Indent); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
} 
else if ( thie->variableList( TreePtr ) && numberO!Children > 1 ) { 
} 
} 
II So we'll know size of array to declare for children. 
TreePtr->eetChildCnt( numberOfChildren ); 
eprintf( genString, "\t\eTREE\t*TREE_MARK c TREE PTR;\n·, 
Indent ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
aprintf( genString, "\t\sfor ( int i:: O; 1. < \d; i++ )\t{\n", 
Indent, numberOfChildren ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
sprint f ( genStr ing, ·· \ t \ a TREE PTR c: TREE. MARK;\ n", Indent ) ; 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
else if ( sePtr->hasDouble() ) { 
cout << "<double>"; 
this->printTreeLocale( TreePtr ); 
cout << "c=>" << flush; 
sprintf( typeString, "\tdouble\t" ); 
this->getVariable( seType, &length, variableNam~ ); 
atrcat( typeString, variableName ); 
if ( thia->parentVariableList( TreePtr) ) { 
} 
TREE *tempTree = TreePtr->moveUp(); 
aprintf( genString, "(\d);\n", tempTree->getChildCnt() ); 
strcat( typeString, genString ); 
aprintf( genString, "\t\sADD_\s( lL, &\s(i] );\n", 
Indent, eeType, variableName ); 
else { 
eprintf( genstring, "[\d);\n",. length); 
N 
~ 




































streat( typeString, genString ); 
sprint!( genString, "\t\sADD \e( \dL, \s );\n·, 
Indent, aeType, length, variableName ); 
} 
thia->deelWrite( typeString ); 
this->eodeWrite( genString ); 
e 1 s e i f ( a e Pt r - >ha a Long ( ) ) { 
} 
cout << "<long>"; 
this->printTreeLocale( TreePtr ); 
cout << "==>"<<flush; 
sprint f ( typeStr ing, "\ t long\ t" ) ; 
this->getVariable( seType, &length, variableN·ame ) ; 
strcat( typeString, variableName ); 
if ( this->parentVariableList ( TreePtr ) ) { 
} 
TREE *tempTree = TreePtr->moveUp(); 
sprintf( genString, "[\d);\n", tempTree->getChildCnt() );" 
tempTree->setChildCnt( 1 ); 
streat( typeString, genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "\t\sADD_\s( lL, &\s[i] );\n", 
Indent, seType, variableName ); 
else { 
sprintf( genString, "[\d);\n", length); 
strcat( typeString, genString ); 
sprintf( genString, "\t\sADD_\s( \dL, %a );\n"~ 
Indent, seType, length, variableName ); 
} 
this->declWrite( typeString ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
else if ( sePtr->hasString() ) { 
cout << "<string>"; 









































cout << .. ••>·<<flush; 
itemsinObject +• 1; // make room for NULL at end 
sprint!( typeString, "\tchar\t"' ); 
this->getVariable( seType, &length, variableName ); 
strcat( typeString, variableName ); 
sprint!( genString, "[\d);\n", length+ 1 ); 
strcat( typeString, genString ); 
this-><leclWrite( typeString ); 
a pr i n t f ( gen St r i n g , .. \ t \ s ADD_\ s ( \ d L , \ s ) ; \ n .. , 
Indent, seType, length, variableNarne ); 
this->codeWrite( genString ); 
else { 
} 
cout << "<?????>"; 
this->printTreeLocale( TreePtr ); 
cout <<"ERROR: Object has"<< itemainObject; 
cout <<" item(a) of UNKNOWN type"<< endl; 
void STREAMFUNCTlON::claasWrite( char *String) { 
int stringLength = strlen( String); 
clasaFile->write( String, stringLength ); 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION::declWrite( char *String) { 
int stringLength = strlen( String); 
declFile->write( String, st~ingLength ); 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION::codeWrite( char *String) { 
int stringLength = strlen( String); 
N 
.~ 



































coderile-~rite( String, atringLength ); 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION::printTreeLocale( TREE •TreePtr ) { 
cout << ·\t· << TreePtr->getLevel() << ·:· << 
TreePtr->getParentsChildCureor(); 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION: :getVariable( char •Type, int •Length, char •Name ) { 
c1n >> Type; 
c1n >> *Length; 
c1n >> Name; 
} ; 
int STREAMFUNCTION: : var iableList ( TREE *TreePtr ) { 
return { {{SECSELEMENT *) TreePtr->nodeAddr{))->returnLong{) ci:: 0 ); 
} ; 
int STREAMFUNCTION::parentVariableLiet{ TREE *TreePtr ) { 




return{ this->variableLiet{ TreePtr->mov~Up{) ) ); 
} 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION: : indentMore { ) 
Indent[IndentCnt) = ' '; 
IndentCnt += Indentinc; 












7 8 7 } ; 
788 
Indent [ I ndentCnt J "' ' ' ; 
IndentCnt -• Indentinc; 
Indent[IndentCnt] c '\O'; 
789 int STREAMFUNCTION::getStream() { 
790 return primary->getSECSstream(); 
















int STREAMFUNCTION: : getSecondaryFunct ion () { 
return ( primary->getSECSfunction() + 1 ); 
} ; 
void STREAMFUNCTION::printOn( ostream& outputStream 









































•• class: TREE DECLARATIONS 
•• 
•• @(l)tree.h 13.6 11/12/91 










TREE ( ) ; 
·TREE ( Object& Node ) ; 
-TREE (); 
classType isA() const; 


















*addChild( TREE& Child); 
setParent( TREE *Parent ); 
*move Up ( ) ; 
*moveDown ( ) ; 
*moveRight( int MoveNodes ); 
*moveLeft( int MoveNodes ); 
getLevel(); 
setLevel( int Level ); 
































































•• class: TREE MEMBER FUNCTIONS 
•• 



























INDENTS TART 5 
INDENTPERLEVEL 2 
The first constructor is used to create an empty TREE -
this will be the "ROOT subtree". This empty TREE object 
must be created so that the member functions to add nodes 
(e.g., addChild()) can be employed - you have to have a 
TREE before you can use its member functions 111 
A client of the TREE class would typically use the first 
constructor to create the "ROOT subtree", then use the 
second constructor for all other subtrees. 
The ROOT of the "ROOT subtree" (i.e., the ROOT of the 
entire tree) is grafted to the initial empty TREE: 









































·node· ie empty & gratta the ·node· of the paeaed TREE 
to the empty ·node·. 
TREE::TREE( ) { 
} ; 
node ..i NULL; 
parent == NULL; 
level= O; 
childCnt = O; 
childCuraor Ei O; 
claaaName = ·TREE"; 
claaaTypeValue • treeClaee; 




childCnt = O; 
childCursor :c: O; 
className = "TREE"; 
classTypeValue • treeClass; 
TREE::-TREE() { 




classType TREE::isA() canst { 
return classTypeValue; 
} ; 
char *TREE::nameOf() canst { 
N 
-N 













































return (parent•• NULL); 
HAVE TO FLESH THIS GUY OUT --- USE A (LIST*) AS 
MEMBER DATA, ADD THE THING PASSED HERE TO THE LIST. 
USE COLLECTION MEMBER FUNCTION haaMember() IN THE 
mayBeParent() member function below. 




int TREE: :.mayBeParent () { 
return ( strcmp( node->nameOf(), "LIS'r" ) ? FALSE: TRUE); 
} ; 
int TREE::hasChilqren() { 
return ( thie->ieEmpty() ? FALSE : TRUE); 
} ; 
int TREE:: haeRightSibling () { 
if ( this->atRoot() ) { 
return FALSE; 
} 



















































if ( thie->atRoot () ) { 
return FALSE; 
} 






Return ( TREE *) so that c 1 ie.nt of TREE Class can move 
around within super-TREE. 
TREE *TREE::addChild( TREE& Child ) 
{ 
{ 





** Could we point "this" to the Child, basically 





this- = &Child; DID NOT WORK 
** There is no root node, so make the incoming TREE 












































II le this setting the level of the orphaned child 7 
II 





Child.setParent( this ); 
Child.setLevel( this->getLevel() + 1 ); 












** Returns pointer to ROOT of super-TREE 
** 
TREE *TREE: : to Root ( ) { 
if ( 1 at.Root()) { 












































TREE •TREE: : move Up ( ) { 

















The cursor is always at the left-most child 
when we moveDown(). 
if ( this->haeChildren() ) { 
childCursor cl; 
return (TREE*) &( thia->peekAtHead()' ); 
} 
return this; 
moveRight() & moveLeft() are almost identical -- need to 
combine them into one member function, perhaps called 
by two "tailoring" functions, or perhaps called with 
a LEFT I RIGHT flag. 
TREE *TREE::moveRight( int MoveNodes) { 
int tmpChildCursor; 
if ( thie->atRoot() ) { 














































Hake sure the requested move is valid; if it is not, 
return the address of the ·current" node. 








cout << "moveRight(): cannot move"<< HoveNodea << 
• nodes"<< endl; 
return this; 
Initialize an iterator to the start of the liet of 
the "current" node's parent's children. The fact 
that the "current" node may not be at the start of 
the list is a accounted for below. 
DoubleListiterator childRowiter( (DoubleLiat &) *(thia->parent), 1 ); 
/* 
** We want to move right from the start of the list of 
** children to the "current" node PLUS the number of 
** nodes we've been asked to move. 
*/ 
parent->childCursor += MoveNodes; 
tmpChildCursor = parent->childCursor; 
while ( tmpChildCursor-- > 1) { 
if ( childRowiter == 0 ) { 
} 
/* 
cout <~ "moveRight(): at end of list"<< endl; 
return this; 














































Return a pointer to the ne~ "current" node. 
return (TREE*) &((Object&) (childRowlter)); 
} 
return this; 
*TREE: : move Left ( int MoveNodee ) { 
int tmpChildCursor; 
if this->atRoot () ) { 
cout << "moveLeft(): at ROOT, cannot move"<< endl; 
} 
else { 
if ( parent->childCureor - MoveNodes < 1 ) { 
} 
cout << "moveLeft(): cannot move"<< MoveNodee << 
"nodes"<< endl; 
return this; 
DoubleListiterator childRowiter( (DoubleList &) *(this->parent), 1 ); 
parent->childCursor -= MoveNodes; 
tmpChildCursor = parent->childCursor; 
while ( tmpChildCursor-- > 1 ) { 
if ( childRowiter == 0) { 
} 








































chi ldRowiter++ 1 
} 









int TREE::getLevel() { 
return level; 
} ; 




void TREE::setChildCnt( int ChildCnt ) { 
childCnt = ChildCnt; 
} ; 
void TREE: : resetChildCur.sor() { 
childC.t,1rsor = O; 
} ; 
int TREE::getChildCnt() { 
return childCnt; 
} ; 
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307 int TREE::gotAllChildren() { 
308 return ( childCnt •• childCureor ); 
309 } ; 
310 
311 int TREE::getChildCursor() { 
312 return childCursor; 
313 } ; 
314 
int TREE::getParentaChildCursor() 












void TREE::printOn( ostrearn& outputStrearn) canst 






























curlndent = (INDENTPERLEVEL * level) + INOENTSTART; 
nxt!ndent = curlndent + INDENTPERLEVEL; 
indent= (char*) malloc( nxt!ndent + 1 ); 
memset( indent, ' ', nxtlndent ); 
indent(nxtlndent] = '\0'; 
indent(cµr!ndent] = '\0'; 





































373 } ; 
} 
if (node•• NULL) { 




•• Print the "current· node. 
•/ 
node->printOn( outputStream ); 
outputStream << endl; 
indent[curindent] • ' '; 
/• TREE needs to add a method for node classes to identify 
themselves as potential PARENT node & a method to check 
if a given node is one of those: 
if ( this->parentNode( node->isA() ) ) { 
*/ 
/* 
** If there are any children, print them. 
*/ 
DoubleListiterator childRowiter( (DoubleList &) *this, 1 ); 
while ( childRowiter != 0} { 
} 
/* } */ 
if ( ((Object&)(childRowiter)).isA() != treeClaes) { 
cout << indent; 
} 
( (Object&) ( childRowiter ). ) . pr intOn ( outputStream ) ; 
childRowiter++; 
free ( indent ) ; 
..... 
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2 •• class: UlNTl DECLARATIONS 
3 •• 






class UINTl : public SECSELEMENT 
protected: 
unsigned char •data; 




12 UINTl( unsigned long Length, unsigned char •uintl ); 





















printOn( ostream&) canst; 
N 
~ 















































UINTl: :UINTl( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uintl ) 
SECSELEMENT( "UINTl", uintlClaas ) { 
} . . , 
int 1.; 
length= remainingBytea = Length; 
data c ptr E new unsigned char(length]; 
itemCode = UINTl ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < length; i++ ) { 
data[i] = *Uintl++; 
} 
UINTl::UINTl( unsigned long Items, long DataArray(] ) : 
SECSELEMENT( "UINTl", uintlClass) { 
int i; 
length= remainingBytes = It~ms * UINTl BYTES; 
data= ptr = new unsigned char[length]; 
itemCode = UINTl ITEM; 
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35 





data(i) • (unsigned char ) Dat&Array[i); 
} 
} ; 
41 U I NT l : : -U I NT l ( ) { 





short UINTl: :bytesPeritem() 
return UINTl BYTES; 
4 7 } ; 
48 
{ 
unsigned char *UINTl::stringForMessage() 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 

























Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item. 
*l 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
*/ 
itemHeade.r = this->getitemHeader( &headerLength, 













































Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data 1n . 
ptrOut +• headerLength; 
for ( i • O; i < length; i++ ) { 
*ptrOut++ a data[i]; 
} 
return ptrSave; 
int UINTl: :hasLong() { 
} ; 
remainingBytes c length; 
ptr = data; 
return l; 
long UINTl::returnLong() { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
} 
cerr << "UINTl: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 




long tmp ~ (long·) *ptr; 
ptr += UINTl BYTES; 
remainingBytes -= UINTl BYTES; 
return tmp; 





















119 } ; 
int i, perLine • O; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( i • O; i < length; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStrea.m.width( 4 ); 
outputStream.fill( ' ); 
{ 
outputStream.setf( ios::right, ios::adjustfie_ld ); 
outputStream <<dee<< (int) data[i]; 
} 
if ( perLine >= 10 ) { 
} 
perLine = O; 
outputStream << endl; 
outputStrea.m << ">"<<.flush; 









class: UINT2 DECLARATIONS 





















.24 } ; 
unsigned short •data; 
unsigned short *ptr; 
UINT2( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uint2 ); 
































































UINT2::UINT2( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uint2 ) 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT ( "UINT2 .. , uint2Claee ) { 
int i, j, iteme =Length/ UINT2 BYTES; 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr = new unsigned ehort[items.); 
itemCode = UINT2 ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
data[i] = O; 
for ( j = O; j < sizeof(unsigned short); j++, Uint2++ ) { 
d~ta[i] = (data[i] << 8) + *Uint2; 
} 
} 
UINT2:: UINT2 ( unsigned long .Items, long DataArray [ ] ) : 









































length• remainingBytea • Itema • UINT2 BYTES; 
data• ptr • ne~ unsigned ehort(Iteme); 
itemCode E UINT2 ITEM; 
f or ( i • 0 ; i < I t em e ; i + + ) { 





short UINT2: :bytesPeritem() { 
return UINT2 BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *UINT2::stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOUt, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
long i, items, itemLength; 
short headerLength; 
/* 
** Create space to return the "SECS Message ready~ 
** version of this item. 
*/ 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(itemLength]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item H~ader and put it in the 









































itemHeader • thie->getitemHeader( &headerLength, itemHeader ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 





Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data 1n . 
ptrOut +c headerLength; 
items• length/ UINT2 BYTES; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
} 
*ptrOut++ = data(i) >> 8 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = data(i] & OxFF; 
return ptrSave; 
int UINT2::hasLong() { 
} ; 
remainingBytea = length; 
ptr = data; 
return 1; 
long UINT2::returnLorig() { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
cerr << "UINT2: trying to get data after ehd of contents"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
} 
else { 
long tmp = (long) *ptr; 
ptr++; 
remainingBytes -= UINT2 BYTES; 
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103 return tmp; 
104 } 

















int i, perLine • O; 
int items c length/ UINT2 BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << thie->nameOf(); 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++, perLine++) 
outputStrearn <<" "<<dee<< data(i]; 
} 
if ( perLine >c 10) { 
} 
perLine = O; 
outputStrearn << endl; 
121 outputStream << ">"<<flush; 












claee: UINT4 DECLARATIONS 























unsigned long •data; 
unsigned long •ptr; 
UINT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uint4 ); 





















































c la e e : U I NT 4 
@(l)uint4.cpp 
MEMBER FUNCTIONS 








UINT4::UINT4( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uint4 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "UINT4", uint4Class ) { 
int i, j, items c Length/ UINT4 BYTES;· 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr = new unsigned long[iteme); 
itemCode = UINT4 ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++} { 
data[i] = O; 
for ( j = O; j < siieof(unsigned long); j++, Uint4++) { 
data[i] = (data[i] << 8) + *Uint4; 
} 
} 
UINT4::UINT4( unsigned long Items, long DataArray(] ) : 









































length• remainingBytee • Iteme • UINT4 BYTES; 
data• ptr • new uneigned long(Itema]; 
itemCode • UINT4 ITEM; 
for ( i.:. O; i < Items; i++ ) { 
data(i) • (unsigned long) DataArray[i]; 
} 
UINT4: :~UINT4() { 
delete data; 
} ; 
short UINT4: :byteaPeritem() { 
return UINT4 BYTES; 
} ; 
unsigned char *UINT4: :stringForMessage() { 
unsigned char *ptrOut, *ptrSave; 
unsigned char *itemHeader; 
long i, items, item.Length; 
short headerLength; 
/* 
** Create space to return the "SECS Mesgage ready" 
** version of this item. 
*/ 
item.Length= this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOut = new unsigned char(item.Length]; 
ptrSave = ptrOut; 
/* 
** Get the Item Header and put it in the 
** return string. 
N 
~ 





































i t emH ea de r • t h i e - >get I t emH ea de r ( & header Leng t h , i tern.Header ) ; 
memcpy( ptrOut, item.Header, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
•• 
•• 
Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
then copy the data 1n. 
•/ 
ptrOut +c headerLength; 
items c length/ UINT4_BYTES; 
for ( l = O; l < items; i++ ) { 
•ptrOut++ :c data(i] >> 24 & OxFF; 
•ptrOut++ = data(i] >> 16 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = data(i] >> 8 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ C data(i] & OxFF; 
} 
return ptrSave; 
int UINT4::haeLong() { 
} ; 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
return 1; 
long UINT4: : returnLong () { 
if ( remaihingBytes <= 0 ) { 
cerr << "UINT4: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
} 
els_e { 
long tmp - (long) *ptr; 




remainingBytee -• UINT4 BYTES; 
105 return tmp; 


















int i, perLine = O; 
int items• length/ UINT4_BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++, perLine++ ) 
outputStream <<" "<<dee<< data(i]; 
if ( perLine >= 10) { 
perLine = O; 
outputStream << endl; 
} 
} 
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24 } ; 
UINTB( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uinta); 






























































class: UINT8 KEMBER FUNCTIONS 










UINT8::UINT8( unsigned long Length, unsigned char *Uint8 ) : 
SECSELEMENT( "UINT8", uint8Class) { 
short i, j, items= Length/ UINT8 BYTES; 
if ( sizeof(double) fc UINT8_BYTES ) { 
cerr << "UINT8: C++ type does not match length of UINT8" << endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
} 
length= remainingBytes = Length; 
data= ptr = new doubl~[items]; 
itemCode = UINT8 ITEM; 
for ( i = O; i < items; i++) { 
long mostSignif = 0; 
unsigned long leastsignif = Or 







































leastSignif • (leaatSignif << 8) + •uint8; 
mo 8 t S i g n i f m ( mo 8 t S i g n i f < < 8 ) + • ( U int 8 + 8 i l. 00 f ( long ) ) ; 
} 
data[i] = (moatSignif • 4294967295) • leastSignif; 
} 
} ; 
UINT8::UINT8( unsigned long Items, double DataArray[ J ) : 
} ; 
SECSELEMENT( "UINT8", uint8Claas ) { 
short 1; 
if ( sizeof (double) !z UINT8_BYTES ) { 
} 
cerr << "UINT8: C++ type does not match length of UINT8" << endl; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
length= remainingBytes =Items* UINT8 BYTES; 
data= ptr = new double[Items); 
itemCode = UINT8 ITEM; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < I t em a ; i + + ) { 





short UINT8::bytesPer!tem() { 








































unsigned char •UINT8::etringForMesaage() { 
unsigned char •ptrOut, •ptrSave; 
unsigned char •itemHeader, •reverseFloat; 





Create space to return the "SECS Message ready" 
version of this item . 
itemLength = this->lengthinMessage(); 
ptrOUt = new unsigned char[itemLength); 





Get the Item Header and put it in the 
return string. 
itemHeader = this->getitern.Header( &headerLength, i.tern.Header ); 
memcpy( ptrOut, itemHeader, headerLength ); 
delete( itemHeader ); 
/* 
** Point to first byte of actual data to be returned, 
·~ then copy the data in. 
*/ 
ptrOut += headerLength; 
items= length/ UINT8 BYTES; 
for (. i = O; i < items; i++ ) { 
long mostSignif; 
unsigned long lea~tSignif; 
N 
t 



































moetSigni! • data[i] / 4294967295; 
leastSigni! a data[i] - (moetSigni! • 4294967295); 
•ptrOut++ = leaetSigni! >> 24 & OxFF; 
•ptrOut++ = leastSigni! >> 16 & OxFF; 
•ptrOut++ = leastSignif >> 8 & Ox FF; 
•ptrOut++ = leastSignif & Ox FF; 
•ptrOut++ = mostSignif >> 24 & OxFF; 
•ptrOut++ = mostSignif >> 16 & OxFF; 
*ptrOut++ = mostSignif >> 8 & OxFF; 




int UINT8::haaDouble() { 
remainingBytes = length; 
ptr = data; 
retu-rn 1; 
} ; 
double UINT8: : returnDouble () { 
if ( remainingBytes <= 0) { 
} 
cerr << "UINT8: trying to get data after end of contents"<< endl; 
exit( 1 ); 
else { 
} 
double trnp = *ptr; 
ptr += UINT8 BYTES; 

























i, perLine c O; 
items= length/ UINTB_BYTES; 
outputStream << '<' << this->nameOf(); 
for ( 1 = O; 1 < items; i++, perLine++ 
outputStream <<" "<< data(i]; 
if ( perLine >= 4 ) { 
perLine = O; 
outputStrearn << endl; 
} 
} 
153 outputStream << ">"<<flush; 
154 } ; 
{ 
{ 
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